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The purpose of this study is to analyse the sLx 

d r a m a  of John Llillington Synge, recognised as the greatest 
dramatist of tho Irish Renaisoanee, with reference to tho 
elements of folklore found in the setting, plot, characters, 
and theme* It Is the purpose of this study to confine It
self to the elements of folklore In tho tragedies and 
comedies of John llillington Synge and to point out the 
elements as being an integral part of tho literary heritage 
of the peasantry depicted by Synge.

The existence of varied conceptions of tho term folk- 
loro makes definition difficult. The ono adopted by tho 
Folklore Society of London about 1800 Is: "The co^arlscm 
a M  Identification of the survivals of archaic beliefs, 
customa, and traditions in m o d e m  ages."1 Krappe, an 
American scholar, regards tho function of folklore to be 
the reconstruction of ’’the spiritual history of man" from 
a study of the? ways and sayings of tho folk an contrasted 
with sophisticated thinkers and writers.* 2 In a study of

x william Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard, A Hand- 
tenk an Out line of Literary jnstoi^ zggr
lish and American (ilew York; The Ouyssey Press, 19po }f p« 182

2 icrappe as quoted in Thrall and Hibbard, loo. sit*



folklorethose elomentn are regarded ao "being included: 
aiftho, legends, atonies, riddles, proverbs, nursery rimes, 
©harms, spells, omens, superstitions, ballads, plant lore, 
animal lore, and customs. The dramas of John Millington 
Synge do not contain all these elements of folklore, but 
those vrhloh they do contain reconstruct the spiritual 
history of Ireland and make of the ancient Gelt the proto
type of the characters In tbs dramas.

Plot Is defined "ao a series of interrelated actions 
progressing, because of the interplay of ono force upon 
another, through a' struggle of opposing forces to a climax 
and a denouement ."3 in many of Synge * s dramas the inter
play of forces is the result of a struggle within the 
individual against the opposing forces of the sea, age, or 
disillusion. Hence the thorao is closely related to the 
plot.

Setting is "the physical and sometimes spiritual 
background against which the action of a narrative takes 
place. Synge1s dramas In the Shadow of the Glen, The 
Tinker's Wedding, and The Playboy of the Western world are 
dramas of local color gleaned from his Wicklow 
experiences. It is noteworthy that every m o d e m  Irish 3 4

3 Ibid., p. 315.
4

Ibid., p. 401.



dramatist has a definite Geographical area which he takes 
as his locale: Padralo Colum, the Irish midlands; Lennox ■ 
RoMnson and T. C. Murray, Oork; Joseph Campbell, Donegal; 
and John Mil ling ton 351150, nicklw*

Characterisation In drama Is the "depleting of clear 
Images of a person, M s  action and manners of thought and 
life,”5 and to Synge the characters most closely related to 
the ancient Colt were the inhabitants of Western Ireland and 
County Wicklow. From his association with thorn, Synge 
developed characters whose names suggest to the reader the 
stalwart inlanders of Aran and the peasants and tramps of 
Wicklow. 1

For thin study tha writer has analysed all the pub
lished work® of Synge: M n  six dramas, his two prose works 
ordinarily termed essays or journals, and his literary pre
faces to The Playboy of the Western world and The Tinker*8 
Wedding# Exeerots from poems and Translations and his 
personal letters were read# As secondary material, critical 
reviews of his contesporeris® and currant references to bin 
relation with the Abbey Theater have been

5 Ibid.# p# 75.

evaluated.



' ' CHAPTER I

JOHN MILLINGTON SYNGE AND ANGLO-IRISH LITER AT ORE

To appreciate fully the posltioa held by John 
Millington Synge as an Anglo-Irish writer, to understand 
the peculiar contribution he made to the Celtic Renais
sance, and to judge him Impartially In his controversy with 
both the critics and laymen of Ireland, it la necessary to 
recognize the temperament, the literary background, and the 
religious convictions of the people of the "Pope’s Green 
Island." The literary movements which came about as a result 
of these Celtic elements were, unfortunately, not always 
acceptable to the Irish people. In any consideration of 
literature in Ireland, the fact that Ireland is primarily in
terested in politics must be recognized. A literature accept
able to the lournallsts and their readers must reflect the 
past glory of Ireland, the present struggle with England, or 
the future of the Irish Free State. Synge did none of these 
before his Dolrdre of the Sorrows, and as a result the press 
and Irish critics heaped upon him epithets usually reserved 
for the hated English* The common people saw in The Play
boy of the western World. In the Shadow of the Glen, and 
The Well of the Saints the undermining of Irish character 
and the blaspheming of the Catholic Church* They forgot 
the contributions of Synge to Irish drama, recognized by



2,

present-day critics, because they v?ere cognizant only of the 
un-Irish elements of sardonic humor and a non-religious view 
of life.1 Critics now recognize the pre-eminently Irish 
elements of Imaginativeness, Intense love of nature, and ad
miration of physical beauty.2 These elements, coupled with 
Synge’s development of an Irish peasant speech, termed as a 
patois, make of him a dramatist unsurpassed in Irish 
literature. '

An appreciation of John Millington Synge’s back
ground, his life, his character, and his relation to the 
Abbey Theater is necessary for an understanding of his con
tribution to the Anglo-Irish literature. It is for this 
purpose that it is included.

John Millington Synge was born on the 16^11 of April, 
1871, at Hewton Little, near R&thfarnhara, a village in the 
outer suburbs of Dublin*

The Synge family m m  originally' from Millington Hall, 
Cheshire, and therefore to the Irish was of the Anglo-Irish 
or Ascendancy class. The origin of the family name is of 
Interest in that it establishes the pronunciation as being 
the same as that of the verb sing. John Millington was a 
canon or precentor of the Chapel Royal during the reign of

Maurice Bourgeois, John Millington Synge and the 
Irish Theater (London: Constable and Company, Otd., 1913),

2 IMa., p. 222.



Honyy V I n ,  nj virtu® of hla voios,1 the n&ae Sing, or Synge 
ran added by royal comrand.-5 Among the Harlelan manuscripts 
In a picture of a otained-glana nlndovr formerly in Bond on 
('huroh* The manuacrlpt, dated 1382, represents a kneeling 
abbot with the legend "Orate pro bono statu Robert! Mellon- 
ton." The ooat of arms is the name an that of the Synge 
family, and that fact seems to confirm the legend. Among 
the Irish dramatist *s more recont ancestry is a great-grand-* 
father, Francis Synge,, who so forsook hi# English ancestry 
as to vote against the Act of anion with England at the time 
of the last independent Parliament,

Little is known of the dramatist’s father, John Hatch 
Synge, a barrister-at-law by profession who died in 1892,
The elder Synge oamo from a family who had given many bishop# 
and archbishops to the Established Church of Ireland*

John Millington Synge’s mother was also of a Protest
ant family, the daughter of the rector of Schull, in County 
Cork, Thus on both sides of the family, Synge was of Pro
testant faith* In the discussion of his dramas this knowl
edge will serve to clarify the issues between Synge and 
Catholic Ireland,

The melancholy of the playwright came about as a 
natural result of his life. uWo have reason to believe,11 
says Maurice Bourgeois, "that the influence of homo never 
greatly told on him; indeed, as a lad, Synge was strongly

 ̂Ibid*» p» 7»
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ronorvcd and oven unhoyIfih to a certain extent; ho nlnmned 
rather than donlrcd cosspanlonnhlp; ho would hardly take 
part in the Games of M s  ago, and midi preferred' open-air 
exorcises and solitary rambles in his beloved Dublin 
mountains to indoor life.** synsc found companionship with 
nature in the rlid rambles into the Dublin by-waye and in 
vacations tramping In Glcklow, which he was to uso ao a 
locale for hin plays. With complete understanding James 
Stephens says of him: -

ills true school was up In the mountain end 
out on the bog; it came from the- shy and vital 
life that moves In solitudes. Hin professors 
were the nountainy men and the women, thohaoIves 
almost ao humble in station, almost as sundered 
from change, almost as bereft of ambition, but 
an vital, oorglatent, g o If-centered no was the 
lowly animal life- that throve about thorn.b

Later on ho found in music another world to which ho 
could retreat from human companionship. His teachers wore 
good, and his progress must have indicated cose talent, ao 
he thought of finding M s  career in music. Me found an 
audience among the foil: on his Continental tours as well 
as In the Aran Inlands, whore wo find him entertainIns the 
fishorfolk and peasants with tho violin and penny whistle. Im

Ibid., p. 7.
D James atophons, "I He member J. \Z. S y n g e , a  talk 

broadcast from London, 15th of March, 1923, and printed in 
madia Times, 23rd of Maroh, 1923, cited by Daniel Corkoiy, 

nnu ADRlo-irioh Literature (l.ongmann, Croon and *do.t
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M s  writing, ths subtle music of M o  sentences is a 
tribute to M s  musical accomplishments.

The third interest in his life was language^for which 
he had a natural capacity; his work at Trinity College was 
primarily in Hebrew and Irish, In Trinity, Irish was 
studied as a dead language, and the combination of Hebrew 
and Irish contributed to the style and vocabulary of M s  

plays. His studies in languages gave him a feeling for ths 
local as onoosed to the cosmopolitan, and from it in part he 
derived M s  feeling of nationalism w M c h  is in its essence 
the force that defends the local —  the local customs, rich 
with tradition —  as against the cosmopolitan —  tradition- 
less and therefore vulgar.

The years following M s  graduation from Trinity 
College, Dublin, in December 1892, were spent on the 
Continent studying music and writing criticism on French 
literature. Synge found in Europe no outlet for M s  

peculiar talents and Interests. He did find, however, among 
the peasants fundamental resemblances to Irish peasants. To 
a large degree it purged his eyes of Ascendancy prejudices, 
teacMng him that rural Ireland, a strange and unruly land, 
impoverished and Ignorant, was after all a normal place with 
many features that compensated for the regular comfortable
ness of English life, the ideal of all his class. Synge 
fell in readily with the suggestion of William Butler Yeats, 
who wrote*
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aivo ud Paris, you rill never create any
thing hy rend ins Racine, and Arthur Symons 
rill always be a better critic of French lit
erature. do to the Aran Islands. Live there 
as If you were one of the people themselves; , 
express a life that has never found expression*0

Synge’s political views were as national as those of 
sn ordinary citizen who is more interested in other matters.
In M s  case it was cultural nationalism —  the inner core of 
political nationalism —  that gripped him. Synge returned 
to Ireland at the period of the ripening of the Gaelic League. 
That he was not vitally concerned with the Gaelic League is 
no reflection on its aims. Synge was too individualistic, 
too Inward, to be of any use to a political movement concealed 
behind a cultural front.

Synge found his niche, not in the Sinn Fein or Gaelic 
League, but in the Irish National Theater Society, which. In 
1902, supplanted the Irish Literary Theater, founded in 1899# 
The Abbey Theater, generously endowed by Miss A. E. F. 
rlornitaan, became the homo of the Irish players in 1904.
In collaboration with 7?. G. Fay, Synge rehearsed and produced 
M s  d r a m s  first in Moleeworth Hall and later in the Abbey 
Theater. It is a tribute to his genius that, following 
the riot caused by the production of The Playboy of the West
ern world, there was no a&besqpt made by the players or 
directors to condemn his technique or M s  themes. Ao a result 
of this highly controversial peasant play, which was 6

6 William Butler Yeats, The Cutting of an Agate 
(new Yorks The Macmillan Company, 19127b p« p7*
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clGfondGd by Yoato, Synge literally replaced Yeats as the 
head of the Abbey Theater.?

His death In 1909 in Dublin cut abort a literary 
career which had begun to turn aside from the peasant 
dramae. v'ynge res convinced that the portrayal of the folk 
had .reached a clltsax In The Playboy of the yestern world, and 
he had planned n. Delrdre., The unfinished manuscript was pro
duced with his fiancee. Ylno J.’alro O ’iiolll, in the role of 
Doirdro.. It wan left to do an O'Casey to take tho next step 
contemplated by syngo, tho portrayal of Irish tenement life:," 

ilia friend and eo-worker,, 51111am Butler Yoato, has 
described this Ascendancy writer in these words:

Ho loves all that has an edge, all that Is 
salt in tho mouth, all that is rough to tho tend, 
all that riQlghtona tho emotion a by content, all 
that brings Into life the sence of tragedy' * *;.
He was a drifting, silent -nan full of hidden 
passions, and loved wild islands, because there, 
set out in tho light of day, he saw what lay 
hidden in himself, ' • •

Synge's own characterization cornea from tho lips of Boirdre:
It should bo a sweet thing to have what is teot 
and richest, if it's for a short space only**'

And to James Stephens, a later realist, Synge was
A silent, an aloof, a listening manl Listening 
to and watching all that which had never been 
completely his, and from which ho should soon be * 8 *

? Bourgeois,, on*- fit,,, p. 200.
8 william Butler Yeats, "J. Ih Synge and the Ireland

of M s  Time" in Forum. 45:179-200, August, 1911.
^ John Millington 

and Company, Ltd., 1911),
Syngo^Twp Plays (Dublin; Mauneel
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parted, fie nould stand on e headland that 
Jutted steeply on the sea, and he mould look 
and look at a meadow, a sunset, a man, as 
though he must satiate his eyes with their, 
wonder, and, if It could he, saturate his very 
boln|0with all that he should not carry with

With this last description, we ought to he content: it la 
the man,

A general view of Anglo-Irish literature Is a 
requisite to an appreciation of Synge as a portent In that 
movement.

In Ireland, the forces of religious consciousness of 
the people, Irish nationalism, and the land Itself make of 
the Irish national being the antithesis of the English 
national being. To be typical of Anglo-Irish literature, 
these forces must be present In literary endeavors. It Is 
true that the literature of the Ascendancy writer, such as 
Synge, is not as valid so that of the writer for the Irish 
people. The former thrives on foreign Interests5 the latter, 
on native Interests. Daniel Corkory, an Irish critic. Is 
quite cognizant of the inferior quality of the work of writers 
for the Irish people, but he criticizes the Ascendancy pro
ductions which do not Interpret Irish life and are not con
cerned with the forces of Ireland,11 Synge became less an 
Ascendancy writer as he grew older and may be spoken of as a 10 11

10 James Stephens as quoted in Corkexy, o p . cit,, p. 59*
11 Ibid., p„ 23,



portent because he, an Ascendancy can, went Into the huts of 
the people and lived with them.

The Celtic Renaissance was in full swing when Synge 
returned to Ireland. and be case associated with the Abbey 
Theater as a playwright in 1903 with his production of In 
the Shadow of the Glen.

A literary renaissance is more than simply a burnt of 
enthusiasm quickly spent* To Ireland^ it meant a return to 
its origins, as though it wanted to revive and strengthen 
its oldest elements, hoping to discover there compenestIon 
for defeat and oppression. The Irish revolution of 2.793 and 
later the revival of Celticism were the result of dissatis
faction with olx hundred, yearn of English rule. The aims of 
the Celtic Renaissance of the late nlnet«enth~Qentury were 

J three-fold. The first wnn the preservation of the Gaelic 
language, which had fallen into disuse except in the 
isolated district#* This preservation of the ancient language 
became the particular province of the Gaelic League founded 
In 1893 under the leadership of John itacHelll and Dr. Douglas 
Hyde. The second aim wan the reconstruction of early Celtic 
history and literature. This reconstruction was begun by 
Standish o ’Grady1n imaginative treatment of Irish history, 
and was continued with the revival of the three cycles of 

•vIrish literature —  the bythologloal cycle, the Dieter or 
Red Branch cycle, and the Cycle of Finn or Genian. From the 
Ulster cycle. The Exile of the Sons of tlanech, in which the



4 story of Oolrdro of fcho sorrows is found, was revived by 
scores of Irish writers. The third aim of the Celtic 
Renaissance wno' the stimulation of a new literature in Eng
lish, written upon Irish theses and in an Irish manner.
This was the province of the Anglo-Irish Movement* To the 
latter movement, essentially dramatic in its interests,
Synge pledged his support, as did w. 8. Yeats, George ’<?, 
Russell (As), George Moore, and (later) James Stephens, Lord 
Dunsany, PaSraic Colum, and 3#sn6*Casey. To Bynge it was 
not essentially the politico Involved in the Gaelic Move
ment under the 3Inn Fein, -.Fenians, and Land League that gave 
him the stimulation for a productive literary career, but the 
primitive life of the da®lie-speaking peasantry, with Its 
immemorial loro, its aloofness from the modern world, and its 

v, s imple life. The conflict between reality and dream is so 
prominent in all Irish literature of the Renaissance that
Canfield, an American critic, regarded it as the foundation

12of that literary endeavor.
Thus in the play of The Well of the Saints, two blind 

beggars, weather-beaten mid old, recover their sight through 
a miracle performed by a wandering Saint* They discover that 
their sight gives to thorn only dIs illusion and disappointment 
and not until their sight dims do they return to joy in fcho 12

12 Curtis Canfield, Plays of the Irish Renalneanoe (!?ew York: Ives Washburn, 1939), p. 10.



natural world about thorn, v;’non the holy ran returns and 
attempta to cure them again, in a frenzy of fear at the 
prospect of seeing again the misery of life as it really is, 
Martin strikes the holy water from the Saint * s hand* Their 
world of Imagination is better than the world of reality 
seen with their own eyes*

The name note in struck in The Playboy of the Western 
World* Ey breaking away first from the tyranny of a father 
and later from th©■fleeting joys of hero-worship, the playboy 
realizes he is a poet ranging through the Western World of 
his Taunting Imagination and un likely gaffer in the end of 
all."13

So too does the tramp in the piny In the shadow of tha 
Gian hold out to Uora tho imaginative prophecy of "hearing 
the herons crying out over the black lakes and hearing the 
grouse and the oris with them, and the larks and the big 
thru ones when the days arc warm,ir and she goes with him to 
face "the cold, and the frost, and the great rain.

In Delrdre of the Sorrows the contrast Is carried to 
the extreme so that when tha world of reality become#_ over
powering, Delrdre chooses the world of eternity and 
imagination. Death is the only refuge from the actuality of

_____ _____p* 112
V*- John Millington Synge, The_Y/orks of 

(Boston! John Y?» Luce, 1912), I, p.



12.
C tochubor. end Doirdre’n love for Kalai has made the world 
bo boaufciful that death with her lover is better than life 
without him# . • - .

I" .iuera to the Saa in a tragedy of a whole people who
earn their food upon the waters, and it is filled with the
brooding and fatalistic melancholy of the Colt, The 1
imaginative again cozes in conflict with the realistic, and
the submission of tho will to the power of the sea releases
Maurya from the real into the ideal where' she can says

They're all gone now, and there isn’t anything 
more the- sea can do to mo .* I ’ll have no 
call now to bo up crying and • praying when the 
wind breaks from the south, and you can hear the 
surf in the cast, and the surf in the west* making 
a great stir with the two noises, and they 
hitting one on the other. I’ll have no call now 
to be going down and getting Holy Water in the 

-dark nights after Samhaln, and I won’t care what 
way the spa is when the other women will be 
keening.

The prooccupation of hin characters with their dreams 
gives a drifting movement and subtlety to his plays.

The recaption of the plays varied with the audience#
Y.r. G. Fay, the producer, attributes the Irish inability to 
appreciate satire except when it is directed against other 
nations to the fact that, until the Irish literary movement, 
the Gaels never had a theater of their own and therefore !ia&

3-5 syngc. Complete florko, 1:42.



little undo ratandIns of the funotiong and values of tho
etage.* 16

Instead of being amused at J n  the shadow of the Glen. 
produced October 3, 1903, the Irish people through the 
United Irishman and Its editor, Arthur Griffith, objected 
violently. Griffith's objections were: $,Eo one oould be 
found In Ireland like tho characters In this play"; "Hen 
and woman in Ireland marry lacking love, and live mostly on 
a dull level of amity, sometimes tho woman dies of a broken 
hearta but she does not go away with the tramp.” The press 
ornaments wore directed at Synge and Pay. unintentionally Fay 
offended the Irish people. The Chief secretary of Ireland, 
the late George v.yndham, requested reservations for a party 
of six, since llolesworth Hall had no special accommodations 
for distinguished visitors. Pay eolleoted enough. 
upholstered armchairs and placed thorn in the front row. Tho 
proas tho following day carried a political tirade against 
tho director of the Irish national Theater who had allotted 
to th® Chief secretary an armchair upholstered in rod «—

' "England*G cruel red.” Pay was accused of displaying an 
emblem of the vile tyranny of England as well as catering to

mm....*.. ■ ........*..
16 W. G-. Fay and Catherine Carswell, The Fays of 

the Abbey Theater (Hew York: Harcourt, Brace and Company,
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the comfort of "tho base , brutal and bloody S a x o n . The 
reception given In the Shadov? of tho G-lon v/ao definitely 
not favorable.

Synge1 □. firnt three-act play, Tho v;g11 of the Sainto 
produced at the newly-opened Abbey Theater on February 4, 
1905, rag given a reception cimllar to that of In the 
Shad ov; of the d o n . ' The lyrical speeches were beyond tho 
audience, and there was, too, the old suspicion that the 
Abbey Theater was Intending to debunk the saintly Irish 
character. They were few who regarded it simply as a play 
without reading into it criticism of the Irish people or 
their religion. Fay comments appropriately, "It had a bad 
Press and we lost money on it*"1^

If The -ell of the Saints suffered from the press.
The Playboy of the Western World surpassed even the wildest 
fears of Its producer and author. The play was carefully 
rehearsed, with the characters fearful of the result. Synge 
would permit only two or three offensive words to be deleted, 
and the play was produced on January 26, 1907, at tho Abbey 
Theater. The first act was given without mishap, but with 
the entrance of Aidow Quin the audience became restless.
Her character was obnoxious, and when the line "all bloody 
fools" appeared, the trouble began in earnest* The word * 18

Fay, on. cit., p. 142.
18 Ibid., p. 169.



“’bloody” had boon challenged by Pay, but Synge had in-
olatod that in tho Uoat It xras a mild G.^cplotiva, like "bally,
or "bonetly,“ or “bloomin*." Tho Went nan not Dublin, and
to Dublin it nan a "low” v/ord, a pothouoo nord* Even vzhe-n
UQod yeara lator by Bernard Shaw'ci Elisa Doolittle it oroated
a theatrical senaation in London. Yet it naa not "bloody"
which turned tho audieneo into a howling mob but an Anglo-
Saxon word, "ohlft,” tho undergarment of a woman. It ran
not the imago created by Chrioty'o words

It * o Pegoon I'm seeking only, and v; hat'd I care 
if you brought in a drift of chosen females 
standing in their shifts themselves, maybe, 
from this place to the Eastern W o r M 19

that caused the riot. It was the word "shift," for the up
roar was repeated when Pegeen spoke to Widow Q,ulni

Is it you asking for a penn'orth of starch, 
with no'or a shift or ohirt as long as you 
can remember?20

The last act opened with the house in an unroar, and closed 
in bedlam. During the week that followed, the police were 
called to restore order, and more abuse was heaped upon the 
theater for calling in the "Saxon's myrmidon# to silence 
their righteous indignation. The public boycotted the 
theater, and the hard work of tho producers was thrown away

19
20

Synge, Two Plays, p. 
Ibid.. p. 52.

106.

21 Fay, 0£, oit.. p, 216.
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by a public vj’no failed not only to appreciate Synge's 
lam-vlodgo of rural Ireland but aloo to understand hie, 
character. .

In conclualon, John, 'illllngton Synge’s relation to 
the Anglo-Irloh Hovemnt was that of an Iriohnan who ro- - 
turned to Ireland the richer for his Continental experiences. 
Ilia life on the A ran Islands and hie familiarity with the • 
yiclrlov' glen a gave, him that spark of inspiration , without 
which d r a m  is dull. ?o Ireland and the Abbey Theater ho 
gave the peasant drama, filled with imagery, subtleties, and 
physlo»l beauty* Ireland gave to Synge the Inspiration of 
hor fisherman and farmers, her tinkers and tramps, as well 
as of the sheer beauty of hor green hills and ancient legends, 
Synge, without Ireland, would have remained a third-rate 
French critic| Ireland, without Synge, would liavc had a far 
loss significant Anglo-Irish Movement*



CHAPTER 2

THE LITSRARY CREED OR JOHN %IL_IBGTOR SYNGE

All that in available regarding the literary creed of 
John Millington Synge ii found in the prefacea to two plnyo 
and a 8nail volume of verse: tho preface of The playboy of 
.tiiQ ZDJl&ora v-orlcl. January 21, 1907; the preface of The 
ZinJpyc'il December 2, 1907; and tho preface of Poemn
and Trc.nnlatipn.fl„ December, 1903. His entire literary creed 
may bo summarized in throe wordat reality, imagination, and 
exaltation. Synge believed in an Imaginative treatment of 
tho profound and common interests of life so that 
exaltation might result.

In the preface of The Playboy of the Woatora world
he urges the use of rich and copious language. Me contends:

Whore the imagination of tho pooplo, and the 
language they use, in rich and living, it is 
possible for a writer to be rich and copious in 
his words, and at the same time to give the 
reality, which is the root of all poetry, in a 
comprehensive and natural form.

He protests against the dramas of Ibsen and Hola which deal
with the realities of life In joylose and pallid words, and
he protests against frorka of sonnets and prose poems which
aro far from the profound and common Interests of life. He
contend a that the problem drama lias failed bocauso it io<
neither real nor Joyful, and the musical comedy has
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Gubotltutcd a false Joy for the rich Joy which is found in 
what io "suporb and wild in r e a l i t y . T h i n  was a protest 
not only against Continental drama but against the coming 
Irish drama suggested by >7 ill lam Butler Yeats when he said: 
"Our plays will be for the most part remote, spiritual, and 
ideal”3' In the name preface Synge acknowledged his indebted
ness to the tinkers, the fishers, and the country folk of 
Ireland in hi a statement i "All art in a collaboration.-"

In the preface to The Tinker's f/edding. he wrote,
"The drama is made serious ... by the degree ... In which it 
gives nourishment ... to our imagination*" He revolts 
against Ibsen again in saying, "The drama, like the symphony, 
does not teach or prove anything*" To Synge, life trans
figured by the imagination is the substance of drama* Humor 
he defends as nourishing the imagination*

exaltation Is the keynote to- the preface .of pooms and 
Translations* Synge complains that,while- poetic diction is 
universally condemned, noetic material is condemned by no one* 
In the preface, ho statest

The poetry of exaltation w 11 be always the 
highestj but when man lose their noetic fooling 
for ordinary.life, and cannot write poetry of 
ordinary things, their exalted poetry is likely 
to lose the strength of exaltation, in the way 
men cease to build beautiful churches when they 
have lost happiness in building shops*

William Butler Teat a. Ideas of Good and Evil 
(Hew York: L&omlllan and company, 1905), p* 2i;9*
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To Synge* didactic, moralising aonnctc and other lyricd 
lacked the beauty of exaltation, an v,‘cll g g the reality 
and Imagination of commonplace thinge. He sayaj

• In those day a poetry in uoually a flovrer of 
evil or good, but It la the timber of poetry 
that Hears most curdy, and there in no timber - 
that lias not strong roots in clay and norma. •

To many oritloo, the dramas of Synge arc masterpiece# of 
oostry, to be read for the exaltation of fooling*

TJhen he expressed himself in reality, joy, and 
exaltation most completely, the criticism of "French 
Influence" end "Ascendancy■writer" was heaped upon him* It 
is impossible to ignore the criticlorn regarding his 
Continental influence* So doubt he was acquainted with the 
peasant. theater of Ludwig Anzengruber, with which lie became 
familiar in fiunioh and Berlin. The rural dialects, imagery, 
and intrigues must have appealed to him, 2nd Bourgeois con
siders it likely that Synge gained much of his fine sense of 
constructive techniques from, the earlier C-orhardt, Hauptmann*2 
So too wan he familiar with the intellectual movement started 
by Ibsen to counteract the extreme romanticism and the 
corned ion of manner prominent in the theater*

we cannot so easily dispense with his French Influence. 
It is evident first that any French Influence came through 
hie reading, an Synge lived as a r e c l u s e . w r i t e r s  existed

2 Maurice Bourgeois, John.Fillington Synge and the 
Irish Theater (London: Constable and Comoany, Ltd., 1913T-,
P. 17. 3

J M d . ,  p. 51.



for him only- as a part of his orm bains by reinforcing hi a
personal tendencies and clarifying hlo vision. Second, we
1m o w  that through :iis reading he wao familiar with the
medieval farces, as indicated in his Poems and Translations^
for there he includes translations from Biases, Villon, and
Bonnard. He wao also familiar with the classic# of Racine
and Corneille, and when Teats first mot him he was planning

4a, critical work on Racine. Of the modern school, he was . 
familiar with the realistic writings of Balzac and Flaubert,1 
to whom he was related by introspective habits and a relish 
for human turpitude,5 and of Zola and Huyomans, whom he 
repudiated in his preface to The Playboy of the Western 
jrorld.- In addition to the realistic writers he was familiar 
with Baudelaire and Fallarme, termed by Bourgeois as 
decadent poets.^ Both he mentions in hlo preface as Nmorbld* 
Of the living writers, Synge considered ih Pierre Loti the 
•greatest living writer of prose,"7 and he said that ho 
wished to do for the peasants of western Ireland what Loti 
has done for the Breton flsherfolk. In Anatole France he 
found the disillusioned scepticism which wao the keynote of 4 5 6

illeotiono^with Biogrz

4 Ibid., p. 53*
5 Ibid., p. 55.
6 Loo, cit.
^ John Faso fie:



hin plays• Stuart ?» SliornBn g b j b of this Influence:
Despite the Frenclimn'e vastly greater range of 
culture, the two sen were absolutely at one In 
their aloof, pyrrhonic "irony and their homeless 
laughter —  the laughter of men who have 
wandered all the highways of the world and have 
found no abiding city.9

As a third point regarding his French influence, m  might 
ask whether that Influence was for good or had in determining 
his attitude toward Ireland. Irish critics, Corkcry for one* 
contend that the study of European art and thought led to a 
standpoint both morbid and exotic. The morbidity is 
ascribed to Baudelaire, but Bourgeois contends that such 
critics lost sight of the personal factor of ill health 
whereby Synge clutched at extreme types of existence and 
considered life not challenging unless exaggerated and 
hypertrophied.9 Baudelaire was in accordance with this 
natural bent of Synge, but he did not create it. The second 
criticism, that of exoticism, la again to Bourgeois not 
feasible, since the imports as compared with the solid Irish 
substance of his dramas are negligible.^ Synge was "one of 
the few writers who Europeanised Ireland without 
degaelieizlng it,"^

To forestall the continuance of unfavorable criticism 
regarding the Continental influence moon him, Synge pub
lished in 1907 tangible evidence concerning the conflicts, the

9 Bourgeois, o&. clt., p. 61.
' 9 10 11J2M . ,  p. 62.

11It)lci.. p. 63.



plots* tho thomes* and characters* and the vocabulary of
his dramas in The Aran Islands and In Wicklow and In West.
Kerry. Wlthoa* a brief review of the content of these
travel~skoS@he@, the reader of the dramas of Synge finds them
a fantastic play upon words and a building up of incongruous
and impossible situations. In his preface to The playboy of
the Western World. Synge aayei

Anyone who has lived in real intimacy with tho 
Irish peasantry will know that the wildest sayings 
and ideas in the play arc tamo indeed* compared 
with tho fancies one may hear in any hillside 
eabln in Goesala, or Carroroe, or Dingle Bay*

In tho Aran Islands* Synge found both his homeland, 
and his language. That he regarded the Aran Islands "where 
men reap with knives because of the stones" with tho feeling 
of a native* not an alien* in evidenced in those linos* written 
after his second visit:

I have loft 'ran .... Again I saw the three low 
rooks sink down into the sea with a moment of 
Ineonceivablo distress.12

and again:
Tho sort of yearning I feel towards those lonely 
rooks 1® indescribably acute.13

The Aran Islands, in addition to being a fatherland, 
gave to Bynge a characteristic dramatic speech* termed, by 
Bourgeois as hi® patois* The idiomatic language of tho 
people of the mat*, most primitive and most unadulterated- of 12 13

12 John Millington Synge*.Tho Work® of John M. Synge 
(Boston: John . Luce, 1912)* p. 154*

13 Ibid., p. 105.
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all Irioh npcooh," was as rich an! copious to SyngG as the 
language of Elizabethan England was to the dramatists of 
the sixteenth century, Tho rhythmic speech was as “flavored 
as a nut or apple, and though syngo was preceded by Dr. 
Douglas %-do in T.ovo Sonrs of Connaught and Lady Gregory in 
Cochulaln of IIulrthoTnno in the uao of it, he used it most 
effectively. The importance of this element in his dramas
cannot be overemphasised, for, through• Synge’s uso, it bo-

>
came the speech not only of tinkers and “ohoebenern" Uit 
of queens and saints. It approach## our finest examples of 
blank verse in Deirdre of tho Sorrows and The Playboy of the 
Western. World. It Is a genuine folk speech in which Gaelic 
locutions are substituted for correct English, and some 
older English words, not currently used, are retained.
Taking its vocabulary and grammatical structure from the time 
of l&tlory and the traditions of the Bible, it is idiomatic 
in that its metaphors are distinctly Irish,^

Primitive languages generally have rich vocabularies, 
because of their concrete character; for the abstraction of 
the ideas from tho objects is still unknown. Every word la 
closely connected with the object it describes and cannot he

^  John Millington Synge, “Preface to The Playboy of 
the Western world“ In Two Plays, p. 5.

-5 william Butler Yeats, Cutting of an Aeate 
(Hew York; Macmillan Company, 1912), p.3B7



separated from It* From this results a certain aoneretwwwi 
of speech and a tendency to v?hat re call metaphorical ex« 
pres si on* 3-6

To justify the claim that in the Aran Islands and the 
western counties of Ireland Synge found a language vastly 
different from that of Dublin, the English Palo, it is 
necessary to review that part of Irish history which is con
cerned with land confiscation,3̂

The continual efforts of the Englieh to impose the 
Protestant creed and projects of Protestant colonisation up
on the native Irish Catholic population; brought about the

16 Herbert Fransol, John Fllllngton Synge*n Work As a 
Contribution to Irish Folk-Lore and to the Peychology of 
primitive Tribes: - Inaugural--g issor tat ion zur Sriangung dor 
Phil os op h 1 so hsn Falcultat dor Rhein in chen Friedrich-7/ilhe Iras- 
[Jn Ivors it at zu Bonn (Dresden: Duren-IUold, 1932), p* 22*

^  Ideas for this discussion were derived from:
Charles Johnson and Carita Sponsor, Ireland'o Story, 

A Short History of Ireland (Boston: Houghton, hifflin anti 
company, 1903), ppe 1 - 3 3 ^

or -rolandlZ
pp/l-374,

Robert Tynd, Ireland a Ration (Hew York: Dodd, head 
and Company, 1921), pp» 1-229*

’argpret Loamy. Parnell's Faithful Pew (hew Yorks 
1935), np* 1-233%

uary Hayden and George A. Lloonan, A Short _
S S n irW S 'c e b llif lra E6 -  ̂ Pi

Denis O w im, Be Valera (Hon York: Button and Compaq, 
1933), PP. 1-286.



foraaiiion of tho Geraldine loasuc In 1567* Ulrich 
followed tqr the rebellion in 156%82* The system of 
plantations, or conflocation of the land belonging to a 
rebellious chief and the planting of English colonists, be- 
gxm by Edward VI* war- continued by queen Eary, In 1585, 
during the reign of queen Elinaboth, the ©states of the Earl 
of feemond and a hundred of the Hunstor chiefs were con
fiscated by the Protestant Dublin Parliament, Those lands 
wore distributed to Englishmen, among them 3ir Kalter 
Raleigh and Edmund ■ Spenser, who ‘'planted “ the estates, under 
James I, in 1608,. the confiscation of six of the nine 
counties of fjlster, some three quarters of a million acros of 
fertile land, wag undertaken* This land was distributed to 
English, icotch, and Protestant Irish for re-settlement» 
Special grants were also made to Protestant churches and 
educational Institutions, among them Trinity College* Dublin* 
The dispossessed cultivators were driven to the wilder 
mountain regions of the western counties and to the islands 
in Oa1way Bay. This first conflocation was followed by a 
second under Cromwell. The Catholics still possessed two- 
thirds of the arable land. During the Commonwealth, in 
1654, r rc-dlotrIbution was made which gave one third to the 
Catholics* They again found themselves driven away from the 
eset and north. In 1592 the third confiscation was made by 
the Dublin Parliament as a result of the opposition made by 
the Catholics to the ascension of William. This new



distribution of territory left only one seventh of the whole
Island In the possession of the Catholics, though they were
three times as numerous as their Protestant neighbors. These
three re-settlements of the Irish Catholic from the cast and
north to the west of Ireland, the domination of the
Established Church, and the restriction placed upon free
trade and ownership of land resulted in the establishment of
a peasant life in the western world which clung tenaciously
to the old habits, the old faith, and the old language. Such
were the peasants whom Synge grew to know.

Thus it was that Synge enriched the vocabulary ho
learned as a child in Wicklow with his ramblings with "herds
and fishermen along the coast from Kerry to Mayo#**® To
tho idiomatic usage was added a rhythmic utterance which
Montague defines as a "notation of syllables stressed and
unstressed, without meter, to fix some audible qualities of
Irish country speech."19 In Tho Aran islands, he writes of
the effect produced on him by this languagei

Tho lamp burned low, and another terrible gale 
was howling and shrieking over the islands. It 
seemed like a dream that I should be sitting 
here among these men and women, listening to 
this rude and beautiful poetry that is filled 
with tho oldest passions of the world,18 * 20

18 synge, "Preface to The Playboy of tho Western World.
<3 # 5 19 C. E. Montague, Dramatic Values (Garden City, Hew 
York: Doubleday. Page, and Co., 1925), p. 3.

20 Synge, Complete Works, 1:120.
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The nun leal eharn and Intonation of the an cleat Celts,# 
ssonisd to him % o  full of divine simplicity18 that ho 
"Would havo liked to turn the- pro?? to the iVest • and rot? with, 
them forever. "21 . ^

In those linen we see the rather hypnotic effect pro-, 
duced on Synge by the language of tho islandera. Prom this 
npoochp synge oreatefl an Anglo-Irish diction of hlo own, and 
only occasionally does he violate tho Gaelic foundation of 
that language In his translations word for word from the 
Gaelic, In 'brief, Synge thought in Gaelic and wrote In Eng
lish, presetting. In.tho transition the charm and sincerity 
of that ancient language.

The producer of the Abbey Theater ploys, Tu H, Pay, 
wrote that the language had a balance of its own, and went 
with a kind of lilt: "She had the lightest hand at making 
a cake ... or milking a. cow ... that wouldn't bo alsy,,*21 22 
In addition to the lilt, syngo used an nor1st, as "Ho is 
after doing," and a coordinating Instead of a subordinating 
conjunction, an " A M  ho going to the fair" instead of "When 
he was going to tho fair, "'-3

At times, Synge *s use of the idiom and Its rhythmic 
utterance made too much of what should bo primarily a

21 Synge,- Complete works.111:170.
. 22 Syhgo, Complete works, 1:30. ■

2-> Bourgeois, op, clt., p. 226e
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vehicle of thought, A grave fault In the ohdklng of the
actor for the sake of a full ending:

It*e little you'll think If my love'o a 
poacher'a, or an oarl'a ItsoIf, nhen you'll 
fool iqy tv?o hands ntretched around you, and 
I squeezing kisses on your puckered lips, till 
I'll feel a kind of pity for tho Lord God is w  
all ages sitting lonesome in His golden chair,ti*

While critics may continue to find errors in grammar. 
Inconsistencies In philology, and overuse of tho dialect, 
the Anglo-Irish idiom in choice places deserves the praise • 
of Boyd:

It Is evident that Anglo-Irish is to Synge a 
medium in which ho has obtained absolute free
dom* He uses it with the same effect as the 
Elizabethan used English. The savour and fresh
ness of a language that is still unexploited, 
the wealth of imagery and tho verbal magnificence 
of the Elizabethan tongue are felt and heard 
again in The playboy of tho Western World.

It was in that primitive western world of Inlshere, 
Aranmox’e, and Inlshmaan, where the people talk of all that 
is outside their small islands as a detached unknown thing 
called "the big world," that Synge was to find the 
genuine Celt. His dreaminess, his imaginative exuberance, 
his combination of practicality and mysticism were to bring 
to Synge new meaning in the word "collaboration."

^  John Millington Synge, Two plays, p. 90* 
og Ernest A* Boyd, Ireland's literacy Renaissance 

(Hew York: John lane Company, 1 9 1 0 p* P2ti.



CHAPTER 5

m  Tim smcoT! o f  t h e g l s h

First produces October 8, 1903, at MoloGV#orth Hall,
Dublin, In the shGclotr of the 01 on 1c a bitter .sketch of the
lovelono marrlases of the- peasantry* ?t!atrlrnony baaed on
commercial bargaining and the exchange of doY?rien may bo
connecrated by the Church and hold Inviolable by the Irish
Catholics , bat from it result -r as In the Shadow of the
hrien. lonellnoso and dissatisfaction as wall as disillusion-
meut and Immorality, Nora, a young peasant woman, is.the
wife of Dan Burke, an old farmer, .. The cottage at the head
of a VIcklew glen has no Inward joy and no outward beauty.
Both Dan and Nora oec only the

...mist rolling down the bog, and the mists 
again and they rolling up the.bog, and hearing 
nothing but the wind crying out in the bits of 
broken trees were left from the great storm, 
and the streams roaring from the raln,l

flora used to talk with Patch Darcy, but hi a body, found in a
ditch, "eaten by the crows” after he had gone mad, has ended
even that release, . In her longing for comoanlonahlp, she
hag turned to Hichoal,* 2 a yo#ng herd, Dan Burke feigns

Joim Nllllngton Synge, Complete Dorks 
(Boston: John v/. Luce, 1912), 1:29.

2 i.e, Michael (ir. yioheal).



death to trap hie wife and Michael. Into tho desolation of 
tha house a t-ramo enters,, and IT ora gives him drink and a 
pipe to smoke T7hlle she goes for MIchoal who is to toll 
abroad that "himself" is dead. Dan has put a curse upon any
one who touches the body before his sister arrives* Y>hile 
IT ora is out, Dan rises and asks the tramp for a drink as "he 
Is near destroyed with tho drought." Ho also requests tho 
stick from the cupboard. Again he feigns death as ITora 
returns with Mloheal* They dlsousa plans for their coming 
marriage when Dan ta "quiet awhilo in the seven Ohurohea*"
At this point, Dan encases violently, grips the stick, and 
orders ITora from tlic house as a profligate woman. Hors pre
pares to leave, but Michael has lost all Intersat since the 
money which would. have been left by Dan is no longer an In
ducement, and the tramp volimteers to aocompany her* 
Ironically, Dsn and the herd sit down to a glass of whiskey* 

The story —  which belongs to the common folklore of 
Ireland, having been heard in Munster by Curtin, and by 
Fournier d 5Alb-a in the Tory Islands^—  is recorded in Synge 
The Aran Islands. An old "ahanachie,r%  Pat DInane, "always 
speaking in the first person, with minute details to show 
that he was actually present at the scenes that are des
cribed, gives the folk-story* In only one detail does tho

_ , . ? 1-SmxtlIrish Theater
4 i.o.
5 ^- Dynge

Irish story-teller.
? Complete Dorko. ill:46.

lr

y#
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folk-talc differ from the drama, Synsc omits tho adult0x7 
and murder v?hlch Pat Blrano had Given ao the culmination,

Synge has shifted the acone,in Birano’n tale the 
road betT.-Gen Dublin and Galv.-ay, to “the last cottage &t the 
head of a long glen in County Tic 1:1 ov.'," To one unfamiliar 
with tho onsay In hicklow ond In West Kerry9 that brief 
author'a note of the setting would suggoct simply a physical 
background. Bat to a reader of the essays,•it suggests the 
spiritual as well as the physical background against which 
the action takes place. The- elements of sotting —  geographi
cal location, occupation and dally .manner of living of the 
characters, the season of the year, the environment of the 
characters, e.g, the religious, moral, social, and emotional 
condition through which the people in the narrative move —  

make of In the shadow of tho Glen a play in which setting 
and atmosphere condition the development of the characters, 
particularly Kora Burke,

The following passage from "The Oppression of tho 
Hills,V an essay from In Wicklow and In host Kerry, is 
quoted to establish that close affinity between emotion and
character portrayal*

Among the cottages that are scattered through 
the hills of County Wicklow I have met with many 
people who show in a singular way the influence 
of that particular locality. These people live 

- for the most part beside old roads and pathways 
where hardly one nan passes in the day, and 
look out all the year on unbroken barriers of 
heath. At every season heavy rains fall for 
often a week at a time, till the thatch drips 
with water stained to a dull chestnut and the



floor of tlio cottasos .scerns to be Going back 
to tho condition of the bogs near it. Then the 
cloudo break, and there is a night of terrific 
storm from the southwest —  all the larches that 
survive in theme place a are bowed end twisted 
towards the point where the cun rises in June —  
when the winds comp down■through the glens with 
tho consented whirl and roar of a torrent, break
ing at times for sudden moments of silence that 
keep uo the tension of the mind. At such times 
the people crouch all night over a few sods of 
turf and the dogs howl in the lanes.

When the sun rises there is a morning of al
most supernatural radiance and.even the oldest 
men and women come out into tho air with tho Joy 
of children who have recovered from e. fever. In 
the evening it is raining again. This peculiar 
c.'.lmato, acting on a population that is already 
lonely and dwindling, has caused or increased a 
tendency to nervous depression among the people, 
and every degree of sadness, from that of the 
man who is merely mournful to that of the man 
who has spent half his life in the madhouse, la 
common among those.hills,”

In this p&ss&ge from Synge’s Journals wo have tho 
atmosphere and much of the characterisation for In the 
Shadow of the Glen. In this play the plot is subordinated, 
to both the character study and the influence of the sotting. 
It is not so much the action as it is tho resulting 
character change in 11 ora .that ■ gives the Interest to tho story, 
Bynge makes of the tramp not a minor but a major character, 
glorifying his tribe as ono that revolts against settled 
existence and escapes into a dreamworld —  a folk world where 
nature and a love of beauty take precedence over the trials 
of everyday living: 6

6 Syng#* Comnlets World. IV*11-12.
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Cock? along v?ith no ... and you’ll bo hearing 
the borons crying out over the black.lakes, and 
you’ll be hearing the grouse and the owls v;ith 
thcra, and the larks and the big tliruehes when 
the days arc nar.-n, and it’s not froa the like 
of thorn you’ll be hearing a talk of getting old 
like Peggy Cavaxmgh, a; d losing the lialr off you, 
and the light of your eyas, but it’s fine songs 
you’ll be hearing r?hsn the sun goes up, and 
thoro’ll bo no old felloH wheeling, the like of 
a sick sheep, close to your car.T

• As ho glorifies the tramp, so too does he glorify the 
Irish love of liquor. Among primitive tribes, ability to 
drink strong liquor is regarded as an indication of manhood, 
Synge writes regarding the Blanket islands, WI have never 
hoard the -non talk for half an hour of anything without some 
allusion to d r i n k . A  folk mind, such as the tramp’s, faced 
with an ovont for which it is unprepared, loses Its self- 
control in wild fancies of the Imagination, and, unable to 
explain the event by the simple causal laws he knows, 
attributes it to the mist or a dream* in the journal, Synge 
tells of the finding of a body in those desolate wastes of 
Tiioklovr —  an event which ho dramatizes in the play as 
showing the effect upon a folk mind of both the desolation 
and the whiskey which is taken to offset that desolation. ia 
the journal, he writes:

Hot long ago In. a desolate glen In the south 
of the county I mot two policemen driving an aon- 
cart with a c&ffin on it, and a little farther on 
I stopped an old man and asked him what had 
happened* 7

7 Synge, Complete yorts* 1:33 
® Synge, Complete Y'orko, W :  100
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ttIhIo niGlit tlireo weelso, *' ho said, '’there was 

a poor fellow "below reaping in the glen, and in 
the evening ho had two glasses of whiskey with 
some' lads, Then some oxbltossent took hip, and 
ho threw off his clothes and ran away Into the 
hills. There was a great rain that night, and 
I suppose the poor creature lost his way, and 
was the whole night perishing in the rain and 
dartewsi. In the morning they found his naked . 
footsteps on some mud half a mile above the 
road, and again where you go up by a big stone. 
Then there was nothing known of him till last 
night, when they found his body on the mountain, 
and it near eaten by the crows.-'

This story, when told by the tramp as concerning Patch Darcy,
lends much to the atmosphere of the drams

It was no lie, lady of the house «... I was 
passing below on a dark night the like of this 
night, and the sheep wore lying under the ditch 
and every one of thorn coughing, and choking, like 
an old man, with the great rain and the fog. Then 
I heard a thing talking —  queer talk, you 
wouldn’t believe at all- and you out of your 
dreams, and "Horclful God," says I, "If I begin 
hearing the like of that voice out of the thick 
mist, I ’m destroyed surely.” Then I run, and I 
run, and I run, till I was below in Rathvanna.
I got drunk that night, I got drunk in the 
morning, and drunk the day after, —  I was coming 
from the races beyond —  and the third day they 
found Darcy Then I know it was himself I
was after hearing, and I wasn’t nfoard any m o r e . ^

The Instinctive absorption of a nan in his daily 
occupation13* and the reckoning of wealth in terms of concrete 
rather than abstract terms 1b found in the following quotation

9 Ibid., p. 12-13,
10 Synge, Complete Works.1:15.
11 Herbert Frensel, Synge1s Fork &

•2), p. 40.



•1Lot you nob he talking, “ said the tInker,
Tfiion ho paused for a moment. "you’ve been 
after nhocp since you x7oro tiiat height 
(holding his hand a little over the ground>8 
and yoti you’re nonhero In the world booldo 
the herds that do bo reared beyond on the 
mountains. Shone men are a wonder, for I’m 
told they can toll a lamb from tholr ovm 
onos before it Is marked, and that when they 
"nave five hundred sheep on the hills fivo 
hundred Is a big number they don’t need 
to count then or reckon them at all, but 
they just walk here and there where they 
are, and If one is.gone away they’ll miss it 
from the rest.12

In the play this simple statement is dramatised thus:
HORA" (setting the toa things.) There’s 
no one can drive a mountain ewe but the 
man do be roared in tho Olon Maluro, I ’ve 
hoard them say, and above by Bathvanna, 
and the C-len Imaal, men the like of Patch 
Darcy, G-od spare his soul, who would walk 
through fivo hundred sheep and miss one of 
them, and he not reckoning thorn at all.
MIC HEAL. Is it the man wont queer in his head 
tho year that’s gone?
IKBA. It is surely.
TRAMP. That was a groat man, young follow 
[iichealj, a great man I ’m tolling you. There 
was never a lamb from his own ewes ho wouldn’t 
know before it was marked, and he’d run from 
this to tho city..of Dublin nnd never catch 
for his breath,-1-5

Into hi a play Synge Intfodno## not only the stories 
and conversations found in his travels among the folk but also 
tho thoughts and feelings,. Evidence of the superstltlouo * 15

from the speech of a tinker at the tflcklow fair:

12 Synge, Conolote Works. XV:40.
15 Synge, Oonploto Works. 1:25-26,



nature Trtilch langnlfiou the real Is found in the speech of 
the tramp:

It is nyroolf, lady of tho house, that does 
bo talking round in tho long nights, and 
crossing the hills v/hen tho fog is on them, 
the time a little stick would seem as big 
as your arm, and a rabbit as big as a bay 
horse, and a stack of turf as big as alA 
towering church In the city of Dublin* *

Tho characters react to the power of loneliness in a
way contrary to the Irish expectation* Corkery, as an Irish 
writer, criticizes Synge by asking*"flow can the people take 
a serious interest in that literature {Anglo-Irish literature]] 
until the questions that arise in their own consciousness, 
as they read it, exist also in a natural way in the minds of 
those who write It?"^5 This critic ignores the fact that 
Kora is not so much a faithless wife, which is Corkery1s ob
jection, as a creature aspiring for color and outlet in life 
beyond tho shadows of the mist-shrouded glen in which she la 
living* She is a rebellious woman, a type of folk woman 
endowed with desire and determination, Charles Tennyson 
summarizes Nora’s character in those words:

The starved affections and balked ideals of all 
humanity look through the eyes of Nora, that 
fine, cold, unfathomable, patient woman-pitting 
immutably above the ruins of her world* °

Synge, Complete works. 1:14.
Daniel Corkoiy, Synge and Anglo-Irish Lltoraturt 

(New York: Longmans, Croon and Co,, 1931), p. 132,•t /T
Charles Tennyson, "Irish Plays and Playwrights,* 

North American Quarterly. 215:228, July, 1911*



In her final speech she reveals that rsenso of poetry and of
reality rrhich vas characteristic of Synge1 s ovm mind:

I*ia thinking it’s qyoelf will bo wheeslng that 
time with lying down under the Heavens when the 
night is cold; but you’ve a fine bit of talk, 
stranger, and It's with yourself I'll go.1 *

The tranps too, is a variation from the normal 
character. To Corkery, ho has never been seen in C m m t y  
■Wicklow;* 18 to Synge, he is the embodiment of all that is 
wild and fine in literature and life. As tho hero of the 
play, it 1c ho, not ’.Ilohael, who takes Nora to roan the 
hills, and by-ways of rural Ireland, and he is certain she 
will be saying: "It’s a grand evening, by the grace of God* 
and another time, "It’s a wild night, God help us, but it'll 
pass surely*"19

Dan Burke may be "four square to the winds",20 but he 
has lost tho zest for living.

The folklore element is found directly in the story, 
which, however, Synge deprived of its elemental folk flavor 
by making of Nora not an Old Han’s Wife, a character common 
In folk tales, but a creature of flesh and blood. In 
addition to the folk interest in the plot, there are other 
elements of like interest Incidental to the story.

1^ Synge, Complete Works. 1:38-39.
18 Corkery, on. clt.. p. 126.
19 Synge, Complete Works, I;37*
20 Corkery, oo. clt.. p. 133*



The aadneoG of Patch Darcy permeates the play, and 
v?o have the feeling that .to Hora it is prophetic of that 
loneliness which she feels to be so oppressive, ' Freasel 
has said

People in their loneliness and desolation 
seek refuge in an imaginative world, whether 
It is one of mere fancy caused by tliat 

. melancholy landscape, or one of hallucination, 
caused by drink or fear, or their traditional 
domain of fairy-tales and beliefs, which 
still take the place for thorn of an unknown 
system of causal laws,21

Synge has created an excellent folk lore touch in 
the curse laid, by Dan Burke on M s  wife if she touch hie 
body. It is an Irish custom to wash the body and clothe it 
in clean" linens immediately after death, and only the 
"bl&ok curoo" would have deterred Horn. The tramp, too, 
recognises the power of the ourno, and to Mora*s request to 
"tell me if it’s cold he is surely" the'tramp replies, "Is 
it getting the curse on me you’d be, woman of the house? I 
wouldn’t lay ny hand on him for the Lough Uahnnagan and it 
filled with gold.*22 *

A second folk-practice of the Irish regarding death 
is the wake, and Hora has made preparations for the feast by 
laying out whiskey, tobacco, and a home-made cake* The tramp 
in emphatic in saying he does not intend to leave before the 
wako is hold and "It’s none of your tea I’m asking either."

21 Frcnsol, on. clt.« p. 55.
22 Synge, Connieto Works. 1:10.
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IlorG-j, though sho la apparently glo.d of Dan’s- death, has 
prepared tho traditional feast. Social participation is, 
more than at any other festival, to ho found at the Irish 
funerals, which have. In a certain sense, the character of 
a great festival. The dead must he conciliated; the folk 
mind wants to free itself of any guilt tovmrd the dead.

Primitive people have a dread of death, a.d mlohcal 
is no exception* He refuses to pull down the shoot covering 
tb& dead man and say*, "I will not, Horn, I do ho afoard of 
tho doad*"23

In addition to the folklore in the plot.** the mad no ns 
of Patch Darcyg and the death, customs - Synge introduces 
another element of folk-lore, curiously mingled with 
OatholloIsm, After Nora leaves, the tramp says the "D# 
profundls”, which is frequently referred to hy Synge as a 
charm against the evil'spirits end Irish "sidheo.*24

Synge weaves into his drama an element of folklore not
found in the Inlshman*o story tmt In another section of the
essays, "There1 a great safety in a noodle, lady of the
house," says tho tramp, sticking it under his collar. This
folk-belief Synge comments on as follows:

Iron is a common talisman with barbarians? 
but in this case the idea of exquisite sharp
ness was probably present also, and perhaps 25

25 Synge, Complete korks, 1:23*
p/t •*

Tho $tsidhor.n or Little Folk were, according to 
legend, driven underground by tho Milesians, invadern of Ire
land about five centuries before Christ. The Tuatlia De Danann, 
or fairy folk, are immortalized in the LytholOgical cycle.
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. coco feelIns for the Inotrumont of toll,
. a folk bollef that io connion in Ex1 it tony* ̂

Hora's carrlose.itnolf nac a survival of folk belief 
found in nrlcltlvo triboo govorned by patriarchal traditions. 
She tells Mloheal she carried Vvithout love but for a "bit 
of a faro, and corro on it, and sheep on the back hills.

The attitude of Dan toward Kora is again a survival
of folk belief. Ilodern society, faced with Incompatibility'
In carriage, looks to separation ae a solution*. Hot so the
traditions of the folk in" a. laonosamua exlot once.-' Dan
orders Nora from the house:

Lot her walk round the like of Peggy Cavanagh 
bo lor.1, and bo begging money at the prose-roads, 
or selling songs to the men. Walk out now*
Nora Burke, and it’s soon your teeth’ll be 
falling and your head’ll bo the like of a bush 
where sheep do bo leaping a gap.'-*

The whole primitive tradition of the sanctity of
marriage .la bound up in his prophecy:

It’s a lonesome road she’ll be going and 
hiding herself away till the end will como, 
and they find her stretched like a dead 
sheep with the frost.on her, or the big 
op id ora, maybe, and they pub ting-.their webs 
on her, in the butt of a ditch.30

This ia no modern man but one bound by the mores of a
primitive, tribe. That curse is not even Roman Catholicism, * 07

25 syngc. Complete Works. 111:73. 
2% Synge, Complete Works. 1:2.8*. «
07
~ Ibid.T p. 34-35.
36 Ibid.8 p. 35.
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for, though marriage le binding, the Church advocates no 
euch pagan curao.

The placo names Synge used In the drama are n a m n  In 
the prose works vrhloh suggest far away and long ago tinea.
They are curiously melodious names like Aughrlm Fair, Lough 
S&hanagem^ Rnthvanna, Cion Imaal, and Rathdrum. So, too/ 
does his rhetoric, as well as his vocabulary# suggest the 
folk* the indefinite location of the slater who "lives in the 
big glen over the hill"; the comparison of death with some
thing in their own experience in "the like of a dead sheep"; 
Dan's speaking of himself as being "as dry as a baked bone" 
because he has had no whiskey and accusing the tramp of his 
"blathering about the rain"; Ilora being gone from the house 
"middling long"; hor description of Dan "with a shako in hlo 
face and white hair sticking out round like an old bush 
where sheep do be leaping a gap"; and BanJe curse upon Mora 
in prophecyIng they would find her "stretched like dead 
sheep with the frost on her."

The reception accorded In the shadow of the G-len was 
not one of laughter as had been expected. Oscar Dildc has 
said the audience was convulsed, but convulsed with "the rage 
of Caliban at seeing his own faco in the glass."29 Hissed on 
the opening night. In the shadow of the Glen produced a con
troversy in the papers, and subsequent performances led 29

29 V7* G. Fay and Catherine Carswell, The Fays of the 
Abbey Theater (New York: Haroourt Brace and Co.* 193577 P* 140.
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to something of an internal orisis in the affairs of the 
Irish National Theater Society, lira. Gonne-MacBrldo having 
resigned on account of ite^° The Irish people absolutely 
refused to condone a drama nhtch, in their estimation, was 
a “libel upon the peasant women of Ireland.“^1 
hostility which arose on moral grounds had nothing to do 
with the artistic merits of the play.

Though the play In the Shadow of the Glen was Synge1 s 
first dramatic production, there is in it no hint of the 
apprentice. Mora Burke, like Nora Helmer, slams tho door 
upon a bigoted husband, but unlike Ibsen1 a Nora, she is 
accompanied by one who had caught her fancy by hid fine 
speech, libra Burke responds to the elemental drives of the 
folk —  love. Intercourse with her kind, sympathy. That she 
leaves Dan Burke is a tribute not to tho independent spirit, 
as in Nora Helmer, but to one' of the fears of all folk 
people —  the fear of age. Nora*a fear is the driving 
force behind hor actions, and with these words her oharaote*1 
is best portrayed!

It’s a pitiful tiling to be getting old, but 
it*s a queer thing surely. It's a queer thing 
to see an old man sitting up there in his bod 
with no teeth in him, and a rough word in his * 51

Bourgeois, on. bit., p. 157.
51 Andrew Malone, The Irish Drama (New York: Charles 

Scribner's Sons, 1929), p* 149.



mouth, and bin chin the way it would take 
the hark from hho cd-e of an oak board you'd 
have building a door .»» G-od forgive me9 
Vichoal Dara, re'll oil ho getting old, but 
It ro a queer thing suroly.

52 Synge, Complete Works, 1:32.



CHAPTER 4

RIDERS TO THE SEA

Riders to tho sea, Synge1o second play, was produced 
February 25, 1904, at llolegxvorth Hall, Dublin. The producer, 
w, F* Fay, considered It tho most perfect one«act play pre« 
sentod by the Irish Theater either at Holosworth Hall or tho 
Abbey.1 Its reception was a contrast to that given In the 
Shadow of the Clan: for, to the audience. It was an Irish 
play based upon Irish Ideals.

In the d r a m  svn^e immortalized the trmgim fatm of . 
the men who ngo down to the sea In ship#. ̂  The setting is 
on *an Island off the west of Ireland" as designated In the 
play. In the group of Aran Islands,off tho west of Ireland, 
aro three islands: Aranmor, tho north Island, about throe 
miles long; Inlnhmaan, tho middle island, about throe miles 
and a half across and nearly round In form; and in inhere*, 
the south Island, smaller than Inlahmaan. They lie about 
thirty miles from Galway, uo the center of tho bay, but 
. they are not far from tho cliffs of County Glare, on tho 
south, or the corner of Connemara on the north. From details

1 R. 0. Fay and Catherine Carswell, The Fays of tho 
Abbey Theater (Hew York: Harcourt Brace and Go., 19357, P« 153

. 2 Psalno 107:23,
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In the play it is evident Synge had reference to Xnitthman 
in Riders to tho Sea.

That ho obtained his dramatic materials from life on 
the Island of Inlshaaan doos not detract from the universality 
of the tragedy, in the beginning the fate motif is per
ceived by the spiritual ear alone, but In the climax it 
swells and interminglea with the sea which is dashing itself 
against the rooks of the island, Synge1 a conception of fate 
in Riders to the Sea is a distinctly pagan, hence artistic, 
fatalism,^ The sea is identified with doom and death; it la 
the sea whose presence is felt all about the play; the sea 
that lurks behind the stage; the sea that throws with loaded 
dice for the souls of fisherman.

Tho story is one of Biblical simplicity* Msuiya has 
loot to the sea a husband and five sons. Nine days before 
the play opens the fifth son, Michael, was drowned; his 
body as yet not recovered* A young priest has brought a 
bundle of clothes from a body tossed up by the sea on the 
coast of Donegal* They are recognised as Michael’s by 
Cathleen and Nora, his sisters, who hide thorn in the turf- 
loft "the way the old woman won‘fc.know of them at all,“ nor 
"be getting her death with crying and lamenting.one

*3 Maurice Bourgeois, John Millington Synge and the 
Irish Theater (Londons Constable and Company, Ltd., 1913), p. 103.

4
John Millington Synge, The uorks of John *̂. Synge 

(Boatmi John V;'._ Dace, 1912), p. 19-23%



8on, Bartley, no# remains. It la turning a wild night.
That wind la raising the sea, and there was a 
star up against the moon, and It rising In the
a IghSjp .

says murya, yot Bartley will not bo dissuaded from going
across to the Galway fair. The mother foresees and foretells
the tragedy: “It’s hard sot w e 1!! be surely the day you’re
drowned with the root, “5 Bartley leaves, and with Haurya we
Imow that "he's gone now, and when the black night is falling
I ’ll have no son loft mo in the world« m u r y a  attempts to
-roach Bartley and give him her blessings but is prevented
from doing so by a fearful vision of Bartley riding the red
mare and the dead Miohae! riding the gray pony. At nightfall
Bartley’s corpse is brought in to her from the sea, 1'aurya,
foreknowing the tragedy, says with Greek resignation:

They’re all gone now, and there Isn’t anything 
more the non can do to me ,.n o  man at all can 
be living for over, and re must be satisfied,*

The only external source for Riders to the sea is 
W* Pierre Loti’s Pocheur d ’Islands# Synge greatly admired 
Lott^and it is conceivable that Loti’s work influenced him, 
at least in the choice and treatment of the theme. The 
story itself is from Inishmaan, and the characters are the

5 raid,, 1:24*
6 Ibid.. 1:25,.
7 Ibid,. 1:45.
8 Bourgeois, o q . clt,, p* 168,
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folk whom syngo Imov? Tilth a sympathetic understanding*

Sources within the journal supply the material for
the characterization and plot, 'Zaurya Is the personification
of syngo’s observation on Inlshmaan:

The maternal feeling Is so powerful on these 
Islands tlmt it gives a life of torment to the 
women. Their sons grow up to be banished as 
soon as they are of age, or to live here In con
tinual danger on the sea; their daughters go 
. away also* or are worn out in their youth with 
'bearing children that grow up to harass them in 
their own turn a little later,"

It will be noted tlmt Synge has mode of Riders to the ilea a
tragedy of the mot her-son relationship and lias shown the
contrast between life on inlshmaan and the world outside In
these lines quoted from the play:

In the big world the old people do bo leaving 
things after them for their sons and children, 
but in this place it is the young men do be 1n 
leaving things behind for them that do bo old, u

The story of the finding of Michael’o body in Donegal
and the sending of his clothes to his family is taken from
this incident recorded by Synge in big journal:

More recently a curragh from this island 
with three men, who were the worse for drink, 
wan upset on its way homo. The steamer was not 
far off, and saved two of the men, but could 
not reach the third*

Now a man has been washed ashore in Donegal 
with one pampooty on him, and a striped shirt 
with a purse in one of the pockets, and a bos

9 Syngo, Complete llorkg, 111:113*
10 Ibid., 1:28,
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for tobacco.
X?or three days the people have been trying to fix hid Identity, some think it Is tho man from 
this inland, others think that the man from the 
nouth ansv/era the desorletlon more exactly. To
night as t?g wore returning from the slip wo met 
the mother of the man who was drowned from this 
inland, still woeping and looking out over the 
sea. she stopped the people who had come over 
from the south island to ask them, with a terri
fied whisner what is thought over there.

later in the evening, when I was sitting in 
one of the cottages, the sister of the dead man 
came in through the rain with her infant, and 
there was a long talk about the rumours that had 
©ode in. She pieced together all she could 
remember about his clofchos, and what his purse 
was like, and where he had got It, and the same 
for his totweeo box, and his stockings. In the 
end there seemed little doubt that it was her 
toother.

!,Ah«" she said, uit’□ Mike sure enough, and 
please dod they111 give him a decent burial.”

Then she began to keen slowly to herself. She 
had loose yellow hair plastered round her head 
with the rain, and as she oat by the door suckling 
hor infant, she seemed like a typo of the woman's 
life upon the islands.12-

Above wo have certain elements of the play: the 
Identification of the body by the clothing, the floating of 
the body to Donegal, and the Immediate thought of a decent
burial.

aaurya’o vision of the dead Michael riding the gray 
pony and following after Hartley to the sea is recorded la 
the journal also: 11

11 Ibid., 111:159-160.



vThon tha horses were coming d o m  to the slip 
an old woman saw her aon, that was drowned a 
while hack, riding on one of thorn* she didn’t 
say what she was after seeing, and this man 
caught the horse, he caught his own horse first, 
and then ho caught this one, and after that he 
went out and was drowned.

As this ran was drowned after catching the horse on which the 
woman had seen her drowned son riding, so Bartley was 
drowned by the horse on which Uaurya had seen illoliaol riding. 
This Instance of “second sight” gives to tho play its title. 
Ridorn to the Boa,

The theme of the play Is the unavailing struggle of 
flehsrfolk against the sea. Synge cays of the fateful 
atmosphere:

I could not help fooling that I was talking to 
men who were under a judgment of death. 1 know 
that every one of them would be drowned in the 
sea in a few years and battered naked on the 
rocks.

This theme is the universal theme of a resigned acceptance 
of. death —  the essence of the folk philosophy. Synge 
admires tho courage with thick the people meet the stormy 
wild element; net that they do not fear the sea, but that 
they do so more from some magic respect than from some real 
discourasomont.1*1 An islander gave him his view of the uao 12

12 IMd., Ills U.o'1'
13 Xhid.., 111:200,

Pontrib 
Primitl

a
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of foar;
A rap.n who ia not afraid of the sea will soon 
bo drowned, for ho will bo going out on » day 
he ahoulunH* But wo do be afraid of the aca, 
and wo do only be drowned now and then.15

This attitude, no doubt, had ita origin in a mystic stand
point, Their lives depend on this element, tho mainspring 
of their existence. The sea has some higher power over 
them, s o t o unknown force, which was originally ascribed to 
certain magic beings or demons. In order to live with the . 
sea in peace, they mist treat it with a certain reverence* 
This "formalu fear of tho sea among flshcrfolk is nothing 
but a taboo* .

In the play the relation of the characters to the 
protagonist, tho sea, bears out the theme of an unavailing 
struggle. Synge makes Haurya refer to the sea only as —  tho 
sea. She never uses an adjective, a synonym, or a 
personification* Her phrases are the sea, on the sea, by 
the sea, ""e become aware of the malico in ouch lines as 
these: "It*s little the like of him knows of the sea,l,17 
and again, "There does bo a power of young men floating 
around in the sea." So strongly established is the mood 
that, with Llaurya, we share the calmness of despair, and the * 16 17 18

^  Synge, Complete iTorke. 111:127*
16 Frenzel, ©a* cit., p. 20,
17 Synge, on. cit.. 1:38.
18 Ibid.* 1:40*
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blank foaling of rsatfulnooa that ensuen when all that t?o
feared has hanpened and there Is an end:

1*11 have no call now to be up crying and pray- 
ing v;hon the wind breaks froauthe -n out % and 
you can ‘near the surf is in the east, and the 
surf is In the west, raking a great stir with 
the two noises, and they hitting one on the 
other ..»» It*s a great rest I'll have now, and 
great sleeping in the long nights after Saishain, 
if it's only a bit of wet flour wo do have to _ eat , and maybe a fish that would be stinking.19

The words find response in the depths of the Irish heart, and
Synge found a theme untouched by the sophisticated dramatists*
Only a character of the folk could say, as did "auiya:

They're all together this time, and the end is 
come. May the Almighty have mercy on Bartley's 
soul, and on Michael*a soul, and on the soul of 
Hheumas and Patch, and Stephan and Shawn; and 
may Ho have mercy on my soul, ifora, and on the 
soul of everyone is left living in the world* 
Michael has a clean burial in the far nofcth, by 
the grace of the Almighty God. Bartley will 
have a deep grave surely. What more can we want 

. but that? iio man at all can be living forever, and we must bo satisfied.19 20
As we hear Maurya chanting the names of her dead sons in a
#trange litany, we remember Synge's observation on the
burial of an old woman in Iniohmaan, recorded in the journal:

This grief of the keen is no personal complaint 
for the death of one woman over eighty years, but 
seems to contain the whole passionate rage that 
lurks somewhere In every native of the Island.
In this cry of pain the inner consciousness of 
the people seems to %.ay itself bare for an instant and to reveal the mood of beings who fool their isolation in the face of a universe that wars on

19 Ibid.. 1:42-43.
20 tbld., 1:44-45.
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them with winds end seas,* They are usually 
silent, but in the presence of death all out
ward show of Indifference or patience is for* 
gotten, and they shriek with pitiable (leapsir 
before tho horror of the fate to which they all are doomed,21

In Riders to tho sea the setting is appropriate for
the action. The scene is a folk kitchen, with note, oil*
skins, a solanInf; wheel, some now white boards standing by
the wall, a pot-onon, and a turf-loft. He writes of these
things he had seen on Inlshmaan, thereby deriving tho
setting from those folk fisherman:

Every article on these islands has an almost personal character, which gives this simple 
life,whore all art is unknown, something of 
the artistic beauty of medieval life. The 
euraghs and splnnIng-whoels, the tiny wooden 
barrels that are still much used In the place 
of churns, and baskets, are all full of 
individuality, and being made from materials’ 
that are common here, yet to some extent 
peculiar to tho island, they seem to exist as 
a natural link between tho people and tho world that is about thorn.^

In the play itself, the realism of tho cottage interior 
prepares tho spectator for a tragedy. These weird symbols 
of impending doom arc brought into tho play: the shirt and 
plain stockings are all that is loft of Hiohael; the pig with 
the black foot, which will havo to be sold by a woman without 
one son; the new rope which will be used, to lower Bartley in
to hio grave; the fins white boards standing in the corner

21 Ibid., 1X1:64-65.
22 Ibid.. 111:36,
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originally purchased for Michael will serve now for Bartley*0 
coffin; the ominous gust of wind which increases the fear of 
tho element a; the ’’bit of bread ” wrapped in a clean cloth 
which never roaches Bartley;' the dropped stItoho3 which 
identify tho water-soaked clotbos* In this drama we have 
visualised all tho elements of setting; the geographical 
location including the physical arrangement of the room, the 
occupations and daily manner of living* of tho characters, and 
tho environment of the characters. Truly at the opening of 
tho curtain, we step ”through one door into darkness.

In addition to tho realism of tho sotting, there is 
scarcely an Incident or an action In the drama that Synge had 
not, with warn sympathy, observed as daily taking place in 
the life of the cabins* He noted how often the hearth had to 
be replenished with turf; and used that Incident as stage 
business. He observed the islander’s way of riding with a 
halter only, and a part of tho new rope from Connemara, pur
chased to lower Michael into his grave, is woven Into a 
baiter by Bartley. He saw the girls on Inishmaan counting 
stitches an they knitted; those stitches identify Michael’s 
clothing. Synge commented on the journal on the absence of 
trees on the island; in the play, a single bush marks the 
trail over tho rocks. Synge observed the staining of 
petticoats with madder and used similar red petticoats for

^  O* E. Montague, 
York: Doubleday, Pago and

Dramatic^Jalues^(Garden City, How



th6 peasant women In the play.. Ho knew of the''Mbit of
tying frooh broad In a cloth; In tho drama, Hauiya ties the
ca.kG for Bartloy In clean linen, Synge noted the cuntom of
bearing the drowned uoon a plank and of covering tho body
with a rod gall; In that way io Bartley brought Into the
houae. He had Zlaurya sprinkle the dead Bartley with the
Holy Water no ho had goon it done d o often In Iniahnaan.
The keening and beating upon the coffin wao an exproanlon of
grief well known from Inlahmaan, Thoso folk cuotoms In the
play give It a aenoe of realism and tlmolesanese#

yaurya’s reference to Samhain In these lines:
I111 have no cause now to be going down and 
getting Holy Water In the dark nights after
Samhain

takes on added significance when we realise Samhain is the 
All Hallow nv©n or Hallowe'en, Hallowe'en la a curious 
combination of Roman, Druidic, and Christian celebration#.
The Romans, on November 1, celebrated in honor of Pomona, the 
goddess of fruits and needs,^  A survival of thin feast of 
the harvest is soon in the abundance of nuts and apples used 
in our celebrations. The first great autumnal feast of the 
Druids was also held at approximately tho same date. The 
'Druids believed in the transmigration of the-soul and taught
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that 5aman# the Lord of Death, called the nicked ooulc 
that had been condemned during the past twelve months to 
occupy the bodies of animals. Through gifts and Incantations 
3aman might be Induced to mitigate his s e n t e n c e . m i s  

la saranah, or Tjovamber Eve, was sacred to the noon and 
closely corresponded to the Druidic La Baal Tlnne, or Hay- 
Day, sacred to the sim.2^ Proof of the Druidic origin of 
many of our Hallowe’en observances Is found in the fact that 
in some parts of Ireland October 31 was known as Oidhohe 
Shamhna, or Vigil of 3aman. In Tho Aran Islands. Syngo re-, 
fers to this folk custom as being perpetuated in his day.2?
The worship of the sun and moon by the Druids has a second 
survival in an Irish custom to wish a person good luck by 
saying, "The blessings of Eel, and the blessings of sam
ba In be with you,* that Is, the Sun arid the Moon.2®

In addition to classical and Druidic rites, tho origin 
of Hallowe’en (Ir. Samhain) is found also in Roman Catholicism. 
The particular season is celebrated by All soul’s Day, a 
rehabilitation of the pagan feast. All Soul’s Day is

25 koo* cit.og
William Tyler Olcott, Sun Loro of All 

lection of Myths and Legends Concerning' the sun 
ahip (New York: Putnam's Sons, 1^14), p. 238.

27 Synge, Complete Works. 111:196.
PR Oloott* oio# d t #* p*
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celebrated In the Church by Golem commemoration of and 
prayer for ooula in purgatory; the Druid feotlval of the 
dead wan held by the god Samh&n to pago judgment upon the 
souls of the departed*

Another folk touch is found in kauiyafa words re
garding "only a bit of wet flour we do have to cat, and maybe 
a fish that would bo stinking. ,,2% h s  islanders use no animal 
food except a little bacon and salt fish* It Is a common 
folk belief that they would be very 111 if they ate fresh

The occupations on Inlshnaan are definitely those of 
the folk —  fishing, kelp-gathering, and thatching* Bartley 
reminds oathletmt

If the west wind holds with the last bit of the 
moon lot you and Nora get im weed enough for 
another cock for the kolp.>L

Usually this work wan done in common and was regarded as a
sort of festival. In the journal Synge 'comments on this
folk-practice: ' .

It in likely that m ioh of the intelligence and 
charm of these people ia due to the absence of 
any division of labour, and to the corresponding
ly wide development of each individual, whose 
varied knowledge and skill necessitates a con
siderable activity of mind* Each man can speak 
two language#* He is a skilled fisherman, and 
can manage a ouragh with extraordinary nerve and

29 Synge, oo. oit., 1:43*
30 JJim., ill:50*
31 Ibid.. 1:24*



aoxterlty* He oan farm simply, b u m  kelp, cut 
out pampootles yshoosj , mond nota, build and 
tbatch a houao, and make a cradle or coffin*
Hla work cbansoo with the? seasons In a way that 
keeps him free from the dullness that cones to 
people who have always tho same occupation. The 
danger of his life on the sea gives him the 
alertness of the primitive hunter, and the long 
nights he spends fishing In his euragh bring him 
some of the emotions that are thought peculiar 
to men who have lived with the arts.32

Thus life on Inishmaan Is solf-suataining, a characteristic
of the folk*

In the characters of Riders to the Sea wo have only
folk typos. Maurya Is the universal mother. Her words are
always oimole, yet big with Imaginative power:

If It was a hundred horses, or a thousand horses 
you had itself, what is the price of a thousand 
horses against a son where there Is one son only?33

It is only at the close of tho play, however, that we realize
her strength of character and her stole acceptance of fate:

They're all gone now and there Isn't anything 
more the sea can do to me.^ *■

Gathleen, too, is a folk character who, like Jiaurya, 
accepts the Inevitability of death and rejoices in the "clean 
burial by the grace of God** it la Catlileon who spins the 
clothes, knits the stockings, gathers the kelp, bakes the 
bread; and, when tragedy strikes, it is Gathleen who boars 
the news of Michael's death and assumes the responsibility for 32 33 34

32 Synge, oo, elfc..
33 Ibid.. 1:24.
34 Ibid.. 1:42.

111:153.



preparing the ©offin for Hartley* In hor industry, her 
syB^athy, her understanding of life ana death, Gathleon is 
a folk~character.

Horn is young in years and young in experience. She
sees life as a young person nho cannot understand that grief
may be exhausted. Concerning her mother's apparent lack of
grief r.t Hartley’s death, Horn says

She's quiet now and easy; but tho 'day Hichaol 
. was drowned you could hoar her crying out from 

this to the spring well* It's fonder she was*,- 
of Michael, and who would have thought that?

Hora can understand grief only when expressed In.loud
lamenting* she misunderstands the serenity of Mauxya who has
bowed to tho Inevitable, her grief spent*

Bartley is a fisherman who accepts the ooa as a part
of M o  daily routine. He knows, as did his father and
brothers9 the Inevitability of the sea. To him there Is no
other life, no other world, no escape* He is a character of
the folk in his fatalism, his respect for tho sea, his
occupation, for be knows

It's tho life of a young man to bo going 
on the ooa.20

The keening of the women, which we know from tho Bible, 
(Jeremiah 9:26) is a custom with all pooplos of the Balkan, 
Peninsula, the Slav tribes, and the Irish* ziaria Edgeworth

35 Ibid.. 1:44.
36 j5M . ,  1:26.
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in Cantlo F.ackront roc or da the Caoinan or Irish funeral 
oong-^ as bo lag derived fror. the primeval inhabitant a of 
the Isle* She finds evidence of the custom In the writings 
of dambrenals who wrote In tha twelfth eentury that the 
Irish then musically expressed their griefs: that is, they 
applied the musical art, in which they excelled all others, 
to the orderly celebration of funeral obsequies, by dividing 
the mourners into two bodies, each alternately singing their 
parts, and tho whole at tiros joining into a full chorus.
Each province had different Caolnans or different imitations 
of tho original. The keening became an extemporaneous 
chant, arid every act of keepers (singing mourners) varied the 
melody according to their own fancy,

Synge was particularly insistent upon having a 
Connaught woman teach the players to keen. So successful 
was she tliat lady Gregory oayo of the first performance in 
London of Rid ere to tho Sea, '‘the pit wont away keening
down tho street,"59

Synge noted some pagan traits in the keening and * 58

The funeral song or caoinan ooinim, oainim,
w, ewyno) In npokon of as tho “koen11 or “koening" in m o d e m  
usage and ns the "ullaloo" or rtgolH in colloquial Irish,

58 Maria Edgeworth* castle Rackrent (London: H&cmlllan 
and Go,, 1895), p. 75,

1913) 59 3~dy Gregory, Our Irioh Theater (Dublin: Maunsel,



beating of tho coffin* and, when an old m n ,  before 
sobering the coffin, repeated a single prayer for the dead 
he felt that "there was irony in these words of atonement 
and Catholic belief spoken by voices that wore still hoaroo 
with the cries of pagan desperation*"^

Those who value customs in proportion to their 
antiquity and nations in proportion to their adherence to 
toolent customs, will admire the Irish oaoinin, or 
lamentation over the dead, and the Irish nation for per-* 
severing in this usage from time immemorial, nynge was 
familiar with this usage, appreciated its implication to the 
Irish, and used it dramatically in Riders to the Sea and 
Dolrdro of the sorrows.

In Riders to the Sea a second folk custom regarding 
death Is found. It is customary for the next of kin to 
labor at making the coffin, and Maurya realises tho 
obligation which falls to Bartley. She admonishes him
flaying:

It * a a hard thing theyr11 be saying below if 
the body is washed up and there’s no man in 
it to make the coffin* and I after giving a 
big price for the finest white boards you’d 
find In Connemara,v*1-

The Anglo-Irish speech in this drama*was caught from 
the fishers in Aran, shaken by fear and bereavement. In

Synge, -22* 111*65.
41 Ibid.. 1:23.
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the rising and falling of old llaurya1 a voice la found not
only the way an old woman In Connaught Oamonted her last
eon. but also the way Synge viewed the world. This is
found In the play at the time the drowned man's sister asks:

Isn't it a pitiful thing when there's nothing 
left of a man who was a great rower and a 
fisher but0a bit of an old shirt and a plain 
stocking?^

And again, when the mother says:
It's a great rest I'll have now, and it's time 
surely.

Riders to the ^ea lias no loose ends; It is all 
organic, gvery speech, every action, serves a triple 
purpose: explains something in the past, expresses someone's 
character, and helps the action on. Montague says to • 
achieve lucidity in a short one-act tragedy is "like carving 
the commandments on a threepenny-bit."^  Synge lias no 
lost motion in the play: the white boards serve for tragic 
implication and the forgotten cake carries the action past 
an awkward stop. The characters do not drift about; they 
enter or leave the stage because they can do nothing else.

Both Y'eygandt and Morris regard Riders to the Sea 
as the nlay least representative of Synge, pointing out 
such defects as these: "It la written on one note —  the 42 43 44

42 Ibid.. 1:32-33.
43 Ibid., i:43.
44 Montague, on. cit., p„ 9.
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are admittedly true: the tragedy is unrelieved; there is no 
humor* no quick change of mood, There m y  he no visible 
revelation of the tumult of the soul, but in M m r y a  the 
reader feels the epitome of the acceptance of fate, and In 
her is seen the revelation of a soul in torment rhlch finds 
release in the realisation that the oea hes van a mortal 
victory* but that she* and she alone, retains the promise 
of immortality for herself and her sons.

(iTev? To 

Bonnlas
Company, 191Y), p, lpl»



CHAPTER 5

THE WELL OF THE SAINTS

Synge *s third play, Tho noil of the Saints, is his 
first three-act play, written in 1932-3, it was first pro
duced by the Irish National Theater Society in the now Abbey 
Theater, on February 4, 1905. It is an interpretation of 
the Irish theme that the world of Imaginative beauty is 
preferable to the world of reality.

The folk tale, found in the legendary stories of all 
peoples, concerns tho miracle wrought by an itinerant saint. 
As defined in the play, tho scene is laid in “some lonely 
mountainous district in the east of Ireland one or more 
centuries ago," The action centers around Hartin and Haiy 
Doul,l husband and wife, who in their blindness imagine 
themselves beautiful, "tho finest man and the finest woman 
of the seven counties of the east."2 Timmy the smith Informs 
them of the anproaoh of a "saint of the Almighty U-od’1 who 
will restore their sight with a drop of water from a 
holy well. Tho saint makes them soe "as clear as the groy 
hawks do be high up, on a still day, sailing the sky."3 1 2

1 Foul, that is Dali, Irish for blind.
2 John Millington Synge, Tho works of John H. Synge

(Boston: John w. Luoe, 1912), '1:17. ~
5 Ibid., 1:25.
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But happiness is not for them the result. In their blind- 
ness they had lived in a world of beauty, unhampered by the 
sordid realities of life. How Martin sees Hary as oho. 
really Is —  a "wrinkled* wizened lias*" In Martin, imzy 
coos only an ugly misrepresentation of a man.

Act II opens on a village roadside, near a forge, 
where Martin is putting sticks« He recalls hln clays as a 
blind man when he got more "sitting blinded in Orianan than 
In this place working hard, and destroying myself, the 
length of the d a y . A f t e r  long years of married life*
Martin and Mary drift apart, stunned by the realities of 
life. Then blindness overtakes them again.

In Act III the holy man approaches again and in spite
of their protests prepares to restore their eight. Martin
dashes the holy water to the ground, preferring to wander

.

in a land of dreams where again Mary will be the "beautiful, 
dark woman of Ballinatone"^and Martin will have a "beautiful, 
long, white, silken, streamy beard, you wouldn't see the 
like of In the eastern world.M6 Martin has learned that 
"by the mercy of God it's few see anything but them is blind 
for a opao#+"?

It is not essential to delve into the Intricacies of

h Ibid.. 1*46.
,Ibld., it 17•

5 ZLOd., 1:73-74.
$ 1 ? 53*



the problem of the source for The ,59.11 of the oalnta. LTany 
origins have been hinted at by one writer and another. 
Bourgeois says that Padrale Solum told his Synge conceded 
the source to be a medieval French farce. In the North 
American Review for October 1921, the "Moralit/ de I'Avougle 
et du Eolteux” is established as being that pre-Holiere farco. 
Uaetorllnck's Los Aveuglos, Clcmenceau's Le Voile du Bonhour. 
Ohauoer’s The ibrehant1s Tale. Zola's Lourdes, a chapter in 
Lord lytton's The Pilgrims of the Rhine. “The Maid of 
Hallnes”,8 9 10 Kennedy's .Bardic Stories of Ireland.^ and Lady 
Gregory’s The Xmage^fetve been suggested as sources*
Evidently the story in found in all literature of folk tales 
and miracles.

in the journals are found a number of suggestions.
In The Aran Islands we find this passage associated with the 
folklore of the islands:

A couple of miles from this village we turned 
aside to look at an old ruined church of the 
Ceathalr Aluinn (The Four Beautiful Persons), and 
a holy well near it that is famous for cures of

(h ■ y Corkory, Synge and Anglo-Irlsi^Llteraturo

9 Adelaide Duncan Eatill. The Sources of Synge (Phila
delphia: University of Pennsylvania press, 1939), p. 18.

10 Henry Ten Eyck Perry, Masters of Dramatic Comedy 
and Their Social Themes (Cambridge: Harvard Press, 1939), 
” 363.



blindness and epilepsy.
As tfo aafc near the Troll a very old man car.o 

up from the cottage near the road, and told me 
how it had become famous.

"A woman of Sligo had a son who was horn blind, 
and one night oho dreamed that she saw an island 
with a blessed well in it that would auro her 
son. She told her dream in the morning, and. an 
old man said it was of Aran she was after 
dreaming,

’’She brought her son down by the coast of 
■lalway, and came out in a curagh, and landed 
below whore you see a bit of a oove.

“Sho walked up thon to the house of ny 
father—  God rent his soul ~~ and she told 
thorn what she was looking for,

' W  father said that there was a wall like 
• what she had droamod of, and that ho would send 
a boy along with her to show her the way.

"'There's no need, at all,’said she; ’haven't 
I seen it all in my dream?*

"Then she wont out with the child and walked 
up to this well, and she kneeled down and began 
saying her prayers. Then she put her hand out 
for the water, end put it on his eyes, and the 
moment it touched him he called out: *0 mother, 
look at the pretty flowers!'

Those words of the journal are used in the drama by the
saint, who says:

It's on a bare starving nock that there’s a
grave of 
little wonder, 
stainring poop

the four beauties of God, 
mdor, I’m thinking, if it 
people the water should b

the way it’s
‘ :hhsarabo used.

or. olt.-. 111:30-31.
1:33.

11 Synge,
12 JMS...
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Ito location in given t# T l m y  tho smith in these wo$\5a:
Did over you hear tell of a place across a 
hit of the sea, where there is an island, 
and the grave of the four beautiful saints?*.. 
There's a green ferny wall, I'm told, behind 
of that place, and if you put a drop of the 
water out of it on the eyes of a blind man, 
you'll make him see^as well as any person is 
walking the world,13

Again, In Wicklow contains a passage which suggests
Uartin’s elation at the long white beard he is to have:

What use is an old man without his hair? A 
man has only his bloom like the trees j. and 
what use is an old man without his white 
hair?14

Martin's words are symbolic of his vanity, and he says:
I'll be lotting my beard grow in a short 
while, a beautiful, long, white, silken, 
otrsasy beard, you wouldn't soe the like of 
in the eastern world,^

Old ‘fourteen, Synge's Gaelic teacher on Aranmor,
was a "dark" man and may have suggested Martin.

The play itself may as well begin with "Once upon a 
time,? for it resembles in content a place of folklore in 
which the scheme of life is so simple that the exact 
number of centuries does not matter, Iho local color Is 
not essentially that of the east of Ireland; it may as well 
bo the west, for thora is no significance in the choice.
The atmosphere is that of Ireland* The characters havo tho

Syngo, on. pit., 1:23.
14 Ibid., m 3 .
15 Ibid.. 1:73-74.



flavor of the noil —  folk cliaractoro who accept the 
superstitions of the locality as readily as the audience 
accepto the supernaturalism unon which the action hinges*
It has the callousness of a folk tale in it as shown in the 
mockery of the blind pair by the neighbors.

Not only does the theme fall into the province of 
folklore, but the characters are the vagrants with their 
happy-go-lucky ways, endeared to Synge from M s  wanderings 
in Wicklow, The characters are "all quaint and ill-tempered 
like a monochrome painting, all in shades of one color.
It is of all Synge’s dramatic works the one in which we find 
embodied the truest expression of hie pessimistic view, if 
not philosophy, of life.17 Nothing la more pathetic and 
nothing more depressing than the two blind people’s dis
illusionment and the complaint of Hartin Doul when reference 
is made to the "grand day" when he was healed:

Grand day, is it? Or a bad black day when I was 
roused up and found I was the like of little 
children do be listening to the stories of an 
old woman and do be dreaming after in the dark 
night that it's in grand houses of gold they 
are, with speckled horses to ride, and do bo 
waking again, in a short while, and they des
troyed with the cold, and the thatch dripping, lft 
m y  bo, and the starved ass braying in the yard.

10 '**, O. Pay and Catherine Carswell, The Pays of the 
Abbey Theater (new Yorks Rarcourt. Brace and C o . , 1935), p, 168.

•17 Haurlce Bourgeois, John Millington Synge and the 
Irish Theater (London: Constable and Company, 1913), p. 192.

18 Synge, o&. cit., 1:55.



In ?'art In Doul wo havo “the moat abundant folk 
character created by Synge*"19 He io naturalistic and can 
think of nothing the entire day if, in the morning, he lias 
listened to the voice of Molly Syrne* Yihen his sight is
XCib U U 1 U U ^  iUx JLUVU u U  U U l ’ U JLUii JlU U U U B A W J  c i U U  p u B b X V U #

He is everything Synge sav? in the gypsy life of the tramps of 
Wicklow, Ho io Gaelics when he speaks from the very depth of 
disillusionment;

id lotting 
old saint

MAHTII-l DOUL (gloomily),
Doul for putting lies on me, 
was grand. The devil tnond ti 
letting mo nec-it was lies.
her O m r y  DoulJX The devil mend T i m #  the smith 
for killing me with hard work, and keeping mo 
with an empty, windy stomach in me, in the day 
and In the night. Ten thousand devils mend the 
soul of Molly ^yrna —  (Mary Doul nods 
with approval) —  and the bad, wicked souls 
hidden in all the women of the world, (He 
rooks himself, with his hand over his
It*s lonesome I'll
living people is a bad lot, yet Mary Doul, ho2>  
self, and oho a dirty, wrinkled-looking hag, wa 
better maybe to be sitting along with than no 
one at all. I'll be getting ny death now, I'm 
thinking* sitting alone in the cold air, hearing 
the night coming, and the blackbirds flying - 
round In the briars crying to themselves, the 
time you'll hoar one cart getting off a long 
way in the east, and another cart getting off a
long way in the west, and a 
and a little wind turning the sticks, 
and sighs heavily). I'll be destroyed sitting 
alone and losing rnyusonaos this time the way I'm 
after losing %y sight, for it'd make any person 
feared to be sitting up hearing the sound of his 
breath —  (he aovos his feet on the stones) —  
and the noise of his feet, when it's a power of 
queer things do be stirring, little sticks 
breaking, and the grass moving —  
half sighs, and he turns on her In

19 Oorkory, on, cit,, p.l69„



till you*a take your dying oath on sun and soon 
a thing was breathing on the atones. (Ho listens 
toward her for a moment, then starts un nervously, 
and gropes about for M s  stick). I'll be. going 
now, I'm thinking, and I'm destroyed with terror 
and dread* (He touches her face as he la groping 
about and cries out): There's a thing with a cold, 
living face on It sitting up at qy side. (He 

, turns to run away, but misses his path end
stumbles In against the wall). %  road Is lost on 
mo now2 Oh, merciful G-od, set foot on the 
path this day, and I'll be saying prayers morning 
and night, and not straining my ear after young 
girls, or doing any bad thing till I die. 20

In this characterisation, we have an abundant character. First 
the wanton passionate creature whose appetite knows no bounds# 
Host the lonely outcast longing for the company of Llaiy Doul, 
whom, seeing, he had despised. The lyric poet speaks in the 
passage beginning "I'll be getting try death now than the
Imaginative human being for whom the darkness Is filled with 
terror end foreboding. Finally the craven, abject in his 
desolation as he had been fierce In his cursing, appears in 
the person of ..'artIn Doul, who would seek In others the happi
ness which ho cannot find in himself*

Hazy Doul is complacency itself. She would alt and 
hear praises of her beauty. . Even while waiting for the 
miracle that Id to restore her sight she wonders;:

% y b e  I'd have time to walk down and get the 
shawl I have below, for I do look my boot, I've 
heard them say, when*I'm dressed up with that 
thing on ry head. • 20 21

20 Synge, on. clt., 1:68-69.
21 J W . ,  1126.



Mary Boul quarrels with no one except Martin, who quarrels 
with everyone — • his wife*. Holly I^rne, Tinny, and the saint 
himself, When the saint entrusts the holy water to Holly, 
for “young girls are the- cleanest holy people you'd see 
walking the world,''!22 Mary says laughing to herself, "Well, 
the saintfe a simple fellow, and it’s no lie,"2^

The minor characters are slightly but sufficiently
drawn. The saint is given the power to see the beauty of
God in tho beauties of nature, Synge may have been thinking
of those old-time Gaelic saints who recorded their love for
the Irish country-side in their determination to christianize
Ireland, Such a saint was Saint Patrick, who plucked a
shamrock from the ground to make clear for the heathen king
the symbolism of tho T rlnlty. Tinny the smith and Holly
Byrne are only folk eharactcrg gleaned from Synge's own
wanderings along the Wicklow roads. They, as well as Martin,
might have said: "It's ourselves have a right to the crossing
roads";2^ for an Synge argues:

Hherover the laborer of a country has oreserved 
his vitality and begets an occasional tempera
ment of distinction, a certain number of vagrants 
are to be looked for*2^

The well of the Saints Is typically Gaelic and, as

25 I b M .. 1:27.
23 TbM., 1:28.
24 JMa.., I:aa.
25 3W . ,  m $ .



such* satinfloe oven Corkory* the most critical of Irish 
oomentatom. In this drama the folklore characters bring 
to tho play Gaelic feeling; the setting —  the ruined 
church, the blessed v?ell8 the handbell of the saint ~~ is 
Gaelic in atmosphere; the thorns of preference for the beauty 
of an Imaginative world a s .contrasted with the ugliness of 
reality is dominantly Irish* Bourgeois* on the other hand, 
contends the play is not true to life;

Last but not leant 
to the Irish nature 
he dashes the holy note:

# v/e regard as utterly untrue 
‘3 Martin Doul'a gesture when 
’ water can from the saint1 e 

hand; an Irish Catholic would no more do "the 
like of that" than would a priest like Fathertv. '"t. Vnn+.n1 TjQMr! nf TJoo<wf- ‘« T>«nt«n «r.«_Hart
sent

In
to

Hr-
b y

evil fairy.
Synge la, granted, bluntly Insensitive to the finer

apiritual values* But ?2artin’s character justifies his 
action In this case. Synge founded hie literary creed on 
the variation, not the run of tho mill. .Martin’s flinging 
the can aside is an expression of the character of the man 
and grows out of a peculiar situation. Martin is a folk 
character to whom the repercussions of his act of Impiety 
have no existence. He did not express in his action a con
tempt for holy things but his preference for a world of 
blindness to which he would cling.

In the action and dialogue elementa of folklore 26

26 Bourgeois, on. oit., p. 192.



laaiosto 0yn;:c .nade a cr-reful a^udj of Lho \ ayn raid
caylngii -of t!>3 folr^

L'olly r y m e  rcforo to Hzirbin, clot boa in tho saint *o 
robo» In the linost

Thovâ a'iK-r̂ rsina hr^dara follow, l%ry roul; and 
i f  you sicca him ami you*# be prona, i fm thinking, 
;.q the archsn^Qlo below, fell out with tho 
A l m i s W  0ck$»2f

*

On the Area lelanSs 571130 hod learned the Catholic thoexy of 
fairies from Old Mmirteen, his daolle teacher#, and hs wove 
this folklore into the drama in holly Hymc*n Gosorletlon of 
tho grandeur of the saint. Old fourteen told nynve this 
story1

Tihon J/iclfor sat? himself in the slase tm 
thousht himself oqusl with Gol, Then tlr? Lord 
threw him out of i’oavan* and all tin angels 
that belonged to hln, while lie was "ohuchinG 
them outp” an anrel asked him, to snare name of 
thorn, nnu these that roro falling arc In the 
air still, and have power tp wroch sUlnn, and 
to work evil in the world, ^

Another oharnetorintlc of tin folic in The foil of the 
m i n t s  Is found in the nn.rJ.n{$ of Irish children, liarfcln# 
when ho regains hln eight# speaks to Patch Kuadh (the rod** 
headed Patch)# This recalls the incident in The Iran Islands 
in which hicbnel# a young friend, told dyngo of the cuntem--- 
witU regard to a u m a m d ,  A child is called by its ShriatlanX 
name, followed by the Christian nas» of'the father.

57 sams«» SB* a m * .  1:33.
29 rqM., 111:30.



soraatlujos a nan is named for the color of hie hair. Tims 
there is a Seaghan Huadh (Bed John), and his son is llourfcccn 
Seashan Ruadhn. This custom of naming children offers no 
difficulty in school, as tho children repeat the local nans 
after each official name, and tho child addressed answers.
If tho teacher calls Patrick O'Plaharty, the qliildron murmur 
Patch seaghan Dears, or some such name, and the hoy answers*
A French Gaelic priest may he called An Saggart Ruadh (tho rod 
priest) or An saggart Francach (tho French priest) hut never 
hy M s  name.2^ ■ • - - ;

Tho attitude of the folic toward pain, suffering, and
punishment is vastly different from that of sophisticated
society. Perhaps the present attitude toward punishment of
criminals Is simply a veneer through which the primitive
occasionally breaks as in the instances of lynchings and raco
riots. In The Roll of. tho Saints the apparent anticipation
of suffering as a source of amusement is evident in those
lines of Mary Doul when told of the "wonder to take place at
tho crossing of the roads." She anticipates such a wonder
in terms only of what she enjoys;

Arc they nutting a still behind in tho rooks?
It'd be a grand thing if I'd sup handy the way 
I wouldn't be destroying myself groping up 
across the hogs in the rain falling ... Payhe 
they're hanging a thief, above at tho bit of a 
tree. I'm told it's a grand sight to see a 
man hanging by M s  nock.R°

59 TMd,, ixxslsS-T.
30 J M d . ,  1:22.



Syn^o rooordG in hia easayo further information on this 
attitude, which la of interest ao revealing folk nature. Hoi '
writes:

Although these people aro kindly toward each 
other and to their children, they have no • 
feeling for the suffering of animals, and little 
sympathy for pain when the porebn who feels it 
ia not in danger, I have sometimes seen a girl 
writhing and howling with toothache while her 
mother aat at the other aida of the fireplace 
pointing at her and laughing at her as if 
amused at the sight *»*, If two dogs fight at 
the slip when we are waiting for the steamer, " 
the men are delighted and do all.they can to 
keep up the fury of the battle.^*1

A second reference to this folk attitude is found In
HartIn*s accusation of Timmy:

I ’ve heard toll you stripped the sheet from your 
wife and you putting her down into the grave, 
and that there isn’t the like of you for plucking 
your living ducks, the short days, and leaving 
them running round in their skins. In ths great 
rains and the cold,-52

The reception accorded The well of the Saints was 
indicative of tho conflict between Synge and the Irish 
people* Synge wrote superbly in this play, but Catholic 
Ireland expected that a miracle should tend to edification, 
and resented hie pagan irony*33 t o  them the representation 
of divine mysteries on the stage was profane and 
sacrilegious*

51 Ibid.. 111:202.
ibid., 1:47*
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Tho fell of the Saints was the first* play prddueea 
In tho newly opened Abbey Theater. Pay, the producer, ' 
eonoldered it the best of Synge*c dramas, end not'em orltlos 
are inclined to rank It. with both Hldors to the Sen, and Tho 
playboy of the font c m  horld as a superb expression of the 
Celtic mind.



.CHAPTER 6

THE PLAYBOY OF THE YiESTERIi 7/ORLD
" . . .

The play vzhlch brought fame to Syngo and to the Irish 
players, and v?Iilch also brought discussion wherever it * was 
presented, was The Playboy of the Western World, first pro
duced on January 25, 1907, at the Abbey Theater, Dublin.
To understand the disturbance which accompanied this, and 
each succeeding production, a knowledge of the plot and of 
Synge’s defense of it in the journals is necessary. Those 
elements in the plot which brought criticism arc presented 
in detail to facilitate a later discussion of them.

The play opens on the wild coast of Mayo in a "shebeen" 
or country public house. Margaret Flaherty, better known 
GO Pegoon Hike, is ordering material for her wedding dress 
end provisions for her coming marriage, including three 
barrels of porter. Her fiance, Shawn Keogh, enters. Ho is 
as wealthy, perhaps, as any farmer in the district, but to 
Pegoen he is repulsive, fat, and crude. Michael James 
Flaherty, Pegeen1 a father, enters with several friends to 
announce ho is on his way to Kate Cassidy’s wake. Pegoen 
objects to being loft alone for twelve hours, but Michael 
James refuses to return "through the Stocks of the Dead 
Women, with a drop taken." He suggests that Shawn remain 
with Pegoen overnight, whereupon Shawn in horrified
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oonfuaton says!

I would and zolcomo, Tliohael Jnmaa, but I*m 
afcard of Father Reilly; and what would the 
Holy Father and the Cardinals of Rome be 
saying if they hoard I did the like of that?
... Let me out of the door, I*m saying, for 
the love of Almighty C-od. Let mo out of it, 
and may God grant you His indulgence in the 
hour of need ... Oh, Father Reilly and the 
saints of God, where will I hide myself to
day? Oh, St. Joseph and St. Patrick and St, 
Bridget and St. James, have mercy on ms 
now! Leave me go, you old pagan, leave me 
go, or 1*11 get the curse of the bishops 
on you, and of the scarlet-coated bishops 
of the Courts of Rome.

It is at this point that Christy fahon wanders in 
and asks for a glass of portor. He has been walking eleven 
days r.ftor striking bin father with a ley and leaving him 
for deed, under Pcgeen1s suggesting that his flight was 
for larceny, bigamy, or killing a landlord, Christy'tells 
thorn that .In a quarrel with his father, he "Just ris the 
Icy and let fall the edge of it on the ridge of hio skull. 
Pegeen and. uichael James ask Christy to remain as pot-boy, 
for Pegeen knows with him in the house sho would not fear 
the "loosed kharki cut-throats, or the walking dead."
Michael James leaves to attend the vako, and Shawn is ordered 
from the house.

Pegeen and Christy are not alone long until JIGon 1 2

1 John Millington 3yngo, Two plays (Dublin: Mannscl 
and Company, Ltd., 1911), p. 14-15."*

2 Ibid., p. 23.



Quin arrives, having boon sent sham. shG„ too, is
iaterootcd in Christy, though to.her, ho la "fitter to be
saying [his! catoohism than slaying [his] da."3 She urges
Christy to return home with her, hut Pegeon breaks, out into
as violent an Invective as lo in her power:

Doesn’t tho world know you reared a black ram 
at your breast, so that the.Lord Bishop of . 
Connaught felt the elements of a Christian, 
and he, eating it after in a kidney stew? Doesn’t 
the world know you'bo been seen shaving the 
foxy skipper from Prance for a threepenny bit 
and a sop of grass tobacco would wring the liver 
from a mountain goat you'd meet leaping the 
hills? 4

Finding she la unable to take Christy away, the widow resolves 
to stay the night, but Pegeen forces her to leave.

In the morning Christy repairs the ravages of his 
trip on his, appearance and hides when he is surprised by 
several beautiful girls bearing gifts to tho hero who killed 
his "da." Busan Tausey picks up his boot expecting to see 
blood and is chagrined to find only the small of ".bog water 
... and whltey mud, and red mud, and turf on them, and the 
fin® sands of the s e a . Christy shifts his position, and 
the girls discover him. They offer him gifts of eggs, butter, 
cake, and a pullet, for Christy has become a wonder and a 
hero. The fateful story must be told again, this time to

3 Ibid,*, P. 35.
4 Ibid., p.33, 

Ibid., p . 44.
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an admiring audience. Christy enlarge□ on the original 
and contends: ”1 hit him a blow on the ridge of his ahull, 
laid him stretched out, and he split to the knob of his 
gullet.''G So hilarious does he become and so eloquent that 
when the widow Quin arrives ho sits arm in arm with her and 
brandishes a glass of porter* Sara, a neighbor girl, toasts 
them

You’re heroes, surely, and lot you drink a 
supeen with your arms linked like the outland
ish lovers in the sailor's song*...Drink a 
health to the wonders or the western world, the 
pirates, preachers, poteen-makers, with the 
.jobbing jockies; parching peelers, and the 
juries fill their stomachs selling judgments 
of the English law.‘

Into this scene walks pegeen. Angrily, she asks the 
widow what she wants. Her answer of "a penn'orth of 
starch*® sends Pegeen into a tirade: "And you without a 
white shift or a shirt in your whole family since the drying 
of the flood.

Trying to frighten Pegeen, Christy seizes a loy, 
saying, "It was with a loy the like of that I killed my 
f a t h e r . P e g e e n  sharply reminds him that she has heard

Ibid., p. 50. 
1 Ibia., p. 51. 
8 Ibid., p. 52. 
^ 1:00.

1P Ibid•, P. 53.



the otory six timon. Chrintiy reproachfully answers:
It's a queer thing you wouldn't care to bo 
hearing it and them girls after walking four 
miloo to be listening to me now,

Christy and Pegeon are again Interrupted by Widow 
Quin and Shawn, They send Pegeon after the sheep who have 
strayed into the cabbage, Shawn offers Christy the half of 
a ticket to the Western state, a now hat, new brooches, 
new coat, and his blessings if he'll leave Pegeen. As 
Christy takes the clothes to"try thorn on, Shawn offers the 
widow a owe, a red c o w a n d  humorous other gifts if she'll 
wed Christy and so leave Pegeen to Shawn, Christy swaggers 
out boasting that he will have no reason to leave and he 
a “gallant orphan cleft his father with one blow to the 
breeches belt,"12

Unfortunately Christy sees through the window the 
"walking spirit of his murdered da!"1^ He hides behind the 
door as old i£ahon appears on the threshold. Old Mahon asks 
the widow if she lias seen the boy. The widow leads him on 
until he portrays Christy as lazy, and vain, and as one 
"who would get drunk on the smell of a pint,"1̂

The widow sends him away, and Christy emerges, to bo 11

11 IbM., p. 53.
12 Ibid., p. 65.
13 Ibid., p. 66.
14 Ibid., p. 68.



mot with the? widow’s taunt, "Wall, you’re the walking 
Playboy of the Western world, and that’s the poor nan you 
had divided to the breeches belt.”155 In spite of her Jeers, 
the widow promises to keep the secret, and Christy leaves 
to Join in the games on the beach*

The final act opens with the return of tho men from
the wake* Old Mahon appears again, and the widow indicates
that ho is mad. The men in the "shebeen" are not so
easily convinced, for Mahon insists the playboy is his son 
when he sees him astride a horse. At the suggestion 
again of the widow. Old Mahon leaves, followed by the men.

Christy enters tho "shebeen" winner of all the games 
and flushed with his victory. Michael James congratulates 
him upon his victory, and gives Pegecn as the betrothed of 
tho playboy over the objection of Shawn. Shawn would rather, 
however,

... live a bachelor, simmering in passions to 
the end of time, than face a leeping savage 
tho like of him has descended from the Lord 
knows whore.16

Into this scene old Mahon comes and upbraids 
Christy. Pegeen turns upon Christy as a Munster liar and 
cheat; the crowd promotes ill feeling between Mahon and his 
son, and Christy seizes a ley or garden tool. He chases his 
father from the house. When he returns Widow Quin urges

15 Ibid., p. 70.
16 Ibid., p. 90.



him to flee, but Chrioty refuses to leave without Pegeen,
and he says:

It *s
care if you brought me a 
females.
be, from this place to the eastern world.

The crowd believes L!ahon is slain after all, and 
Pegeen slips a rope around Christy*a neck, for she realises; 
"There’3 a great gap between a gallons story and & dirty 
deed."18 Y/hen tho crowd tries to take him away, Chrioty 
wraps himself around the table leg and bites Shawn on the 
leg, Pegeen burns him with a piece of turf, and Christy 
la dragged to the door just as M s  father enters. The men 
flee* leaving Christy, his father. Pegoen, Michael James, 
and Shawn a l o n e . .

Old Mahon and Christy leave, with Christy tho 
•gallant captain" and Mahon his "heathen slave." Christy is 
grateful for the experience which has turned him into a 
"likely gaffer in the end of all" to go "romancing through 
a romping lifetime from this hour to the dawning of the 
judgment day.

Pegeen casts Shawn aside and mourns the loss of "the 
only Playboy of the Western World.

-L7 Ibid., p. 106,
Ibid.. p. 108.

19 Ibla.y p * llS,
2 0  ___ • ...



In this Dummary of the plot are found evidences 
that the drama containn elements of folklore* In their 
object Ions to Tho Playboy of the V-estern horld the Irish 
people held erroneously that Synge's play was to be con
sidered an representative of the Irish people In general.
In the play are v.-Heine ns and extravagance, but these 
qualities are found in Irish literature from the beginning 
and in Irish life even today. Evidences of the folk 
characteristics begin trith the ordering of three barrels of 
porter for the wedding and are substantiated by further 
"evidences of excessive drinking. The average folk 
character drinks as a relief from a sense of oppression or 
loneliness, as in the dramas In the Shadow of the Glen and 
The Tinker's Wedding; an an escape from reality, as in Tho 
Well of the Saints; or in a celebration of a festival, as 
in Tho Playboy of the western World.

The acceptance by Michael James and Pegecn of.the 
propriety of allowing Christy to spend the night unchaperoned 
with Pogeen raises the question as to whether this is a 
characteristic of tho folk, .If this is a folk custom, it 
is a custom only with the very lowest in the social seal© 
and not with a group restricted by the teachings of society., 
by the mores of a tribe, or by the doctrines of the church. 
The writer lias found no evidence of such practice in the



<mstona of any primitive croups t?Ith which sho is 
familiar or with which she has had contact through reading. 
Among the primitive Indian tribes of the Southwestern 
United States who hold tenaciously to folk customs and 
traditions, among the 'iolokans, or White Russians, of tho 
Pacific area who are governed entirely by the mores of 
the primitive tribe, and among all classes of Latin- 
American countries who retain the Moorish idea of rigid 
moral laws, such procedure would be cause for dismissal of 
the offenders from the group. If Synge included this 
offense against the Irish people eg a portrayal of folk 
customs he apparently was regarding it as a practice among 
the groups with low conceptions of morality. If he in
cluded it as an example of wildness and extravagance among 
the peasant class, and not as a folk custom, he apparently 
Sid so for artistic or theatrics! reasons* The Irish 
people, because of their national and religious conscious
ness, were unable to dIvoree the theater, as a portrayal of 
the variations, from life, as the portrayal of the normal. 
tfa the American stage, there is no such feeling with regard 
to Tobacco Road or Of Mice and Ron. These variations from 
the normal are simply accepted as ’’good theater. ”

The apparent lack of good taste in regarding a 
patricide ae a hero indicates an innate and deeply rooted
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sympathy trith ro,-511017. and t?ifch tho nvAor dos hunted re
lentlessly by a raorollGBs law. m o n  brought face to face 
with its effect, Pegeen realized the difference between a 
“gallons story and a dirty deed,u The characters who 
indulged in hero-worship of a murderer were a variation of 
the normal Irish peasant,' paralleled by similar low classes 
In all countries who, for lack of higher aspirations, make 
heroes of the gangster and racketeer.

The sources of The Playboy of the Western world are 
passages scattered throughout the journals. In Tho Aran 
Islands we eoms on this passage:

He often tells mo about the Connaught man 
who killed his father with the blow of a spado 
when he was in passion, and then fled to this 
Island and threw himself on the mercy of the 
natives with whom he was said to be related.
They hid him in a hole —  which the old man has 
shown mo —  and kept him safe for weeks, though 
the police came and searched for him, and he 
could hear their boots grinding on the stones 
over his head. In spite of a reward which was 
offered, the island was incorruptible, and after 
much trouble the man was safely shipped to 
America*

This Impulse to protect the criminal is 
universal in the west. It seems partly duo to 

- the association between justice and the hated 
English jurisdiction, but more directly to the 
primitive feeling of these people, who are never 
criminals yet always capable of crime, that a 
man would not do wrong unless he is under the 
influence of a passion which is as irresponsible 
as a storm on a sea. If a man has killed his 
father, and is already sick and broken with 
remorse, they can see no reason why ho should 
be dragged away and killed by the law.

Suoh a man, they say, will be quiet all the 
rest of his life, and if you suggest that 
punishment Is needed as an example, they ask.



“Would any og| kill his father_ .... if ho vraa ahlo
to holp

As in other plays, Synge derives bits of dialogue 
from the journals which he later uses in the plays* Old
Mourteen, the story-teller, in "fhe Arazi Islands, says:

Eodad, noble person, I ’m thinking it’s soon 
you 11 be getting married. Listen to what I ’m 
tolling you: a man who is not married is no 
hotter than an old jackass. He goes into his 
sister’s house, and Into his brother’s house; 
he eats a bit in this place and a bit in 
another place, but he has no homo for himself; 
like an old jackass straying on the rocks.21 22 * 24

Here, recorded in Synge's notebook, is the same speech as
it foil from the mouth of Hichael James in the play:

What’s a single man, I ask you, eating a bit 
in one house and drinking a sup in another, 
and he with no place of his own, like an_old 
braying jackass strayed upon the rocks?2^

Likewise, In Weat Kerry includes the following:
"You’ll be tired now," he went on, "so it's 

time we were sleeping; and I humbly beg your 
pardon, might I ask you name?" I told him.

"Well, good night so," he said, "and may 
you have a good sleep your first night in this island."24

In The Playboy of the Western World, Michael James says to 
Christy:

21 John Millington Synge, The Works of John li. Synge 
(Boston: John W. Luna and Company, 1912), 111:96-97.

22 I M d .. p. 133-34.
2^ John Millington Synge, Two Plays, p. 99.
24 Synge, ComplotG Works. 17:75.



•'ICRArL JA;ni3„ And! hsgrlns your .pnr-clon, winter, 
what name will wo call you, for we'd like to 
know.
CHRISTY. Christopher L!ahon
MICEASL JAT.S3. uell, God bless you, Christy, 
and a good rest till we moot again whon the 
sun'll bo rising to the moon of day.25

"The Stocks of tho Dead Women"26 through which
Michael James Is afraid to ride after dark, a folk fear, la
described in tho journal of In West Kerry:

That sandy head is called the Stocks of tho 
Dead Women; for one time a boat came ashore 
there with twelve dead women on board her, big 
ladies with green dresses and gold rings, and 
fine jewelries, and a dead harper and fiddler 
with them*=7

Games similar to those in which Christy triumphed 
are described also in In West Kerry; the race on the sand 

between the tides, tug-of-war, trlek-o'-the-loop, and 
cookshot. '

Bourgeois quotes a source outside the journals, a
private letter written by Synge to a friend, in which ho
mentions the lynchehaun case, a local incident similar to
the Aran event previously quoted;

It isn't quite accurate to say, I think, that 
the thing is a generalisation from a single 
case, -If the idea had occurred to me I could

Synge, Two plays, pp. 26-7.
"Stocks" is a terra used in Ireland to refer to c o m  

shocks, and here used in a comparison with sand dunes, ex
plain’ed in the reference immediately following.

2? Gynge, Coaoloto Works, 17:95.
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and rould Just ac readily have written the 
thing, as it stands, v? It boat the Lynchehaun 
ease or the Aran case. :y story —  in its 
essence is probable given the psychic state
of the locality. I used the cases' afterwards 
to controvert critics who said it was 
Impossible,28

Prom this letter, it is obvious that Synge based his play 
on actual events and on hie knowledge of the people and 
their psychological reactions to murderers.

In a criticism of the play, of the resulting riots
at its production, and of the determination of the characters
am folk characters, the following letter, written to the
Irish ^iman, January 30, 1907, is quoted as SyngeT n
rebuttal to that overwhelming criticism.

The Playboy of the western world in not a play 
with a purpose in the modern sense of the word, 
but, although parts of it are. or are meant to 
be extravagant comedy, still the great deal 
that is In it and a deal more that it behind 
It la perfectly serious when looked at in a 
certain light. This is often the ease, I think, 
with comedy, and no one is quite sure today 
whether ghylook or Alceate should be played ; 
seriously or not. There are, it may be hinted, 
several sides to the Playboy.29

It was Synge*s intention to write a humorous: 
burlesque based on a knowledge of unburlesquvd reality, and, 
by ’’exaltation, * the product of genuine humor, to depict 
poetically and allegorically the Imaginative, emotional, and

„ i . „
29 Ibid., p. 208.



sexual Golf-diocoveiy of a poet's soul, at first amidst 
m e w g e n i a l  surroundings, and finally expanding into 
perfect flovzer of expression in the warm sunshine of pub
lic praise.30

The -setting is In a Hayo "shebeen” and that fact 
reveals the pover which the publican —  Bung or King Bung., • 
as he is popularly called^i- wields in Irish social affairs.

The objections to the drama nay be considered as 
being of religious, moral, and patriotic nature, so much 
hue and cry leas been raised concerning blasphemous and 
objectionable language, that the real issues have been 
overahadowod. The reaction against the language,yrhich was 
concrete and easily assailed^was In principle against the 
major issue#*

The real issue is religious, an issue appearing again 
and again in controversies through the whole literary move
ment. In no other country does the priest have so complete 
a dominion over the popular mind. The foreign critics con
sider- the power of the church in molding public opinion 
without seeing the reason for that power. So strong is the 
ecclesiastical power that it has killed off literature, 
enterprise, and initiative of any kind in the least degree 30 31

30 Ibid., p. 205.
31 Ibid., p. 195. •
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ioeomp&tiible with its o l a l m  and prerogatives.32
Synge was neither,a Catholic nor a Protestant. He 

was primarily an artist, and as a result opinion was 
divided as to whether he merited Upraise or a -halter.”33 
He departed from the caricatures of fiction and comedy and 
presented in The Playboy of the Western World comedy 
creatures who portrayed moods and passions, creatures of 
Inconsistent yet humanly believable traits* simple yet 
shrewd, candid yet cunning, kind yet vindictive, drunken 
msybe, yet devout, as Synge had observed them.

The religious objections are not only to the types 
of characters produced but to tho bpsechos of Shawn^who 
invokes the "Holy Father'1 and "soarlet Cardinals of the 
Court of Rome.'1-" ' There Is also in this, as in other plays, 
much loose telle of Goa and the Virgin and the Saints, in a 
manner offensive to the Irish Catholic. .Synge uses the 
apparently loose talk not as an intended irreverence but an 
a transcript of popular speech. - Synge door, not appear in 
his plays an a scoffer at things religious or acred, but 
as an artist* producing life and character as he found them.

The apparently blasphemous neo-paganism of Synge*s 
• manner of referring to God and the Church was accompanied 
by a situation entirely unacceptable to any Catholic. This

Dramatists of 
Konnorloy, 191

52 Mich

33 Ibto.„ p. 35.
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was the situation to which Shawn, depicted offensively fcy 
3yn.se as a good Catholic, objected. The situation was one 
of leaving Pegeen in the company of Christy during the 
night while Michael James attended the wake. Thin travesty 
on the sacrament of marriage was remedied after the first 
performance by having Pegeen retire to her room and audibly 
lock tho doora ^

The second objection was to the immorality of making 
a patricide the hero of the play. That an Irish heroine 
should conceive a passion for a patricide jarred on the 
national eonsoiousness* This was aggravated by tho sharing 
of the passion by the other girls.

In The Aran Islands, Synge recorded his observances 
of a peculiar conception of law. The attitude of the 
people differed with the crime. For civil cases, the 
decision of the courts was sought and accepted; in cases of 
ordinary crime, nobody protected tho thief; in rape, 
committed very seldom in the peasant districts, the 
criminal was hunted like a dog. In cases of passion or 
vengeance, however, as in the slaying of a man in the land 
war or as in the slaying of a person when provoked by 
passions beyond the control of the criminal, the crime was 
regarded as an act of war or a orlme of passion, and it was 
not a long step to regarding the killer as a champion and

? \ j ?r!nols Elc!c}e7» Z; M. SZ25° ana %  Irlgh Crasi-AloMovement (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1912), p. 43.

Z



:* cliasipion as a hoi'o, T
This portrayal of patricide, an the motive for the 

playboy * a popularity, was then the second objection. In 1 
the objection, the Irish people forgot the folk habit of ' 
shielding the law-breaker in a crime of pan□ion against 
the English police, the " p o o l e r s , a  phenomenon which had 
its origin, as Synge reports, in tho ancient Gaelic clan-
splrit.35

The third objection to the play was on tho grounds 
of patriotism. The Irish people objected to the portrayal 1 
as being a blot on the Irish character. This was carried 
to the extreme in regarding it as a production of "satanic 
hatred of the Irish people,,l56 a play of “bestial depravity, “57 
and “a studied sarcasm on the Irish race.“38

These larger objections of a religious, moral, and 
patriotic nature were accompanied' by objections to tho 
questionable language. The Irish people could curse 
heartily, but they wore not sacrilegious, and the common uso 
of such terms as “damned, “ “hell, “ “bloody“ was not not known*, to 
the humblest and moot ignorant Irish peasant,3^ Because of * 37 38 *

Synge, Complete Eorkfl. Is98,
^  -Lady GrGaorv.^Our Îrish Theater. 4

biogratphr Cl-Tcw Yorks
37 I W . ,  p. 297.
38 r a a . . , >  306.
5 selvgrn Gurney Cliampion,1. Racial Proverbs (llew York: 

itacmillan and Co., 1938), p. Ixill.
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this fact* SyasoVi u q g  of ’’all bloody fools” created 
pandemonium, for to Dublin it raa a ’’low” v?or'd,^° so too 
was the x,rord "nhift” not in their conversational vocabulary* 
Both Cliristy and Pegeen used it, and turmoil descended upon 
the aotCMPs.

A detailed account of tho ro^Tdyiam that took place in 
Dublin at the time of tho first production belongs to tho 
history of the Abbey Theater* The only dependable record of 
that rioting Is found in the nerropapers of Dublin printed 
at tho time. It io said that the city ceased to be concerned 
Tilth Home Buie and turned to Synge's play, trying to 
determine whether it was a libel on the Irish country folk. 
The rioting led to the withdrawal of Hr. William Boyle from 
the Abbey Theater,^ and it caused criticism of the directors 
for permitting euoh a clay on the stage of a theater 
dedicated to the Irish people.

The reception of the play was excellent advertising, 
and it continued in Dublin for the scheduled run. It was 
taken to tho United States by the Abbey players and produced 
October 16, 1911, in Boston; on liovombor 27, 1911, in 
Washington; and On January 15, 1912, in Philadelphia. The 
productions in Boston and Washington were without any 
demonstrations of a riotous nature, but the production in * 41

n. G> Fay and Catherine Carswell, Tho Fays of the 
Abbey Theater* An Autoblo^raphloal Record (Hew York: Har- 
court Brace and Company, 1935), p. 214.

41 Ibid., p. 216*



Philadelphia led to the arrant of the Abbey Theater 
Company trader the i!ac Hie hoi la?/, aimed to prevent 
•laeeirlous, sacrilegious, obscene or indecent plays." The 
case was laughed out of court, and the Abbey players 
continued to include The Playboy of the Western World in 
Its repertoire without legal disturbance. The play was, 
however, heckled by the Irish societies in the united States 
for its attack upon the Irish character.

George Bernard Shaw, in his defense of the Irish
players, stated that the objections came from pseudo-
irishmen who failed to recognise the fact that the play was
mot about an Irish peculiarity, but about a universal
weakness of mankind: the habit of admiring bold scoundrels.
He says, Synge satirises this like another swift, but with
a joyouanoss and a wild wealth of poetic imagery that
Swift never a c h i e v e d . H e  predicted unfavorable criticism
in America from those who had lost touch with Ireland, yet
•till kept up the old bragging and posing. He says:

The Playboy's real name was Synge; and the 
famous libel on Ireland (and who is Ireland 
that she should not bo libelled as other 
countries are by their great comedians?) was 
the truth about the world. ^

The play, then, was played to a rebellious audience 
on both sides of the Atlantic. The words, tho situations, 43

Am Lady Gregory, on. clt.. p. 300.43
Bourgeois, on. clt.. p. 193.



tour with the Abbey Company were adamant in t
tion that public opinion should not rule tho Abbey. Lady 
Gregory's defense of the drama is the defense of ono who 
admired the genius of Synge and his contributions to the 
Abbey:

It is after all the old story of the two aides 
of the shield. Some who are lovers of Ireland 
believe we have lessened the dignity of Ireland 
by showing unon the stage countrymen who drink 
and swear and admire deeds of violence, or who 
are misers and covetous or hungering after land. Vie who are lovers of Ireland believe 
that our Theater with its whole mass of plays has very greatly increased that dignity, and 
we are Content to leave that judgment to the 
great arbitrator. Time....Works of imagination 
such as those of Synge could not be suppressed 
even if burned in the market place.,..We are 
not fighting alone, but with the intellect of America as well as of Europe at our back.44

To Lady Gregory and to Yeats, in their defense of %he Play
boy of the western World as a masterpiece of drama,belongs 
the final acknowledgment of tho recognition given to Synge, 

The speech of The PlSZhOjr of the Ka. torn V£rld In 
its portrayal of character is again the rich speech of tho 
Anglo-Irish idiom. The term "playboyhas three by- 
meanings: (a) ono who is played with; (b) one who plays * 45

^  Lady Gregory, on. clt., p, 254-256.
45 .Playboy (Irish buaohaill barra, literally "boy of 

tho game,") is a term used in the Irish game of "hurling" 
and is Hibernian slang.
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like a player (i.e. a comedian and also an athlete or 
ehampions witness the sports In the play)j (c) one who is 
full of the play-spirit: ua wild dare-devil is called a

• Urplayboy (as in Synge’s well-known comedy)." ° "The Co stem
World" is tho English equivalent of the folk phrase "an

■ *domhaln shlar," describing the Atlantic seaboard of Ireland 
as distinguished from "an domhaln choir," the Dublin side. 
Thus the title, itself, to the Irish people has a
connotation based upon the anciont Gaelic.

Christy's curse of his father may be traced to a
■ -rr- "traditional Wexford curse. Christy's words aro:

llay I meet him with one tooth and it aching, 
and one eye to be seeing seven and seventy 
devils in the twists of the road, and one old 
timber log on him to limp Into the scalding
grave. There he is now and that the Lord God 
to wash him from the world.

crossing the strands, 
- '.4f na a ■ ■ •

The Wexford curse is no less potent than the curse which 
brought criticism upon Synge. In the folk curse of Wexford, 
these words are found:

your eyes. May your 
at -

May the grass 
build his nest 
light fade from what you love, 
you, and the 
bitterest cup of 
benefit of clergy; may there be none to 46 *

46 Mary Hayden and Marcus Hartog, "The Irish Dialect 
In English. ** Fortnightly Review. 91 (April, 1909), p. 779.

^7 syngs. Two Plays, p. 71.



a tear at your grave, and nay the.hearthatone 
of hell be your best bed forever.48

Criticlam, too, has come to Synge for the language
he uses in describing Michael James*a return from the wake.
He aayat

Wasn't it a shame I didn't bear you: along with 
mo to Kate Cassidy's wake, a fine, stout lad,' 
the like of you, for you'd never see the match 

. of it for glows of drink, the way when we sunk 
her bones at noonday in her narrow grave, there 
were five men, aye, and six men, stretched out 
retching on the holy stones.^9

Synge was lustifled both in situation and language by
passages from two sources: the journal and the history of the
Irish wake, In the journal, he writes:

One man told me of the poteen drinking that 
takes place at some funerals.

"A while back," he said, "there were two man 
foil down in the graveyard while the drink was 
on them**-30

The history of the wake, a folk survival, also provides 
evidence for the correctness of Synge's usage in the play.
In Castlo Rackrent by Maria Edgeworth and Snorts and Games 
of the People of England by Joseph Strutt, the wake is con
sidered as being derived from the ancient rites practiced 
in the times of paganism* Pope Gregory; in a letter to 
Melitus, a British abbot, says, "Whereas the people were 
accused of sacrificing many oxen in honor of daemons, let * 49

° John Bartlett, Familiar Quotation: 
m d  Company, 1937), p. 516.
49 Synge, t w o  plays, p. 94.

Synge, comlote works. 111:65-66.
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them oelebrato a rollgious and solemn festival, and not 
slay the animals to the devil,.,.but to the glory of God."51 
Gradually these meetings held for the Indulgence of holy 
sorrows were converted Into orgies of unholy Joy.

The wake Is considered peculiar to Ireland. ’.Then an 
Irishman or woman of the lower order dies, the straw which 
composed the bed. whether It has been contained in a bag, or 
simply spread upon the earthen floor. In taken out and 
burned. At the wake, all the friends and neighbors collect 
in a barn or stable, where the corpse Is laid upon some 
boards, or an unhinged door, supsorted upon stools, the face 
exposed, and the rest of the body covered with a white 
sheet. Round the body are stuck in brass candlesticks as 
many candles as .the family can beg or borrow, always 
observing the custom of having an odd number. Pipes and 
tobacoo are first distributed, and then according to the 
financial ability of the deceased, cakes and ale, and some
times whiskey, are given to the company.

The drinking at the wake is simply an honored folk 
custom with the modern Irish as well as with the ancient 
Celts. The Irish monies who cams to Christianize the 
Continent were very fond of drinking wine; and the well-known

51 Joseph Strutt, 
of England including the
(fames..?Sowe.Spaotabies. from the 
(London: Chattoand ’

If ,p lr

155010
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Salat Kill&n, the
else than an Xrlshman.52

It would bs foolhardy to assert that all the gross- 
noon and vulgarity In The Playboy of the %  stern jTorld, as 
used in the speech and actions of the characters, could bo 
traced to either folklore or contemporary peasant life. 
Gaelic equivalents are to be found for many of Synge1s most 
ohara c ter is iile phrases, core especially for such of them as 
refer to religion, but the ancient phrases arc always far 
swifter in their effect. The ancient Celt says:

Synge would, in all probability, decorate the curse and the 
loved one. In his desire for Intensity, he did just that to 
v/hat are apparently old Gaelic references. The blow Is 
prolonged and softened in such speeches as this:

Aid me to win her, and 1*11 bo asking God to 
stretch a hand to you in tho hour of death, 
and to lead you short cuts through tho L'oadows 
of Case, and up the floor of Heaven to the 
Footstool of the Virgin's Son.54

Again, in the following speech, he seems strained and verbose:

The curse of God on him 
Who snatched my love fr<from me.53

You'll feel sy two hands stretched around you, 
and I squeezing kisses on your nuckered lips, 
till I'd feel a kind of pity for tho Lord God

a Contribu 
Primitive

52

55BanlGl 
(Few York: Long®

Synge, 222 Llavn, p. , 73.
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in all 
chair.5

: : " - E •.

I ’d rather be ever klonlns her on a couch 
Than to be sitting In heaven In the Chair of the Trinity,56

Synge's phrases then, defended in his preface as
being tame indeed "compared with the fancies one may hear 
In any hillside cabin in Ceesaia, or Carroroo, or Dingle 
Bay," still seem slightly overdrawn and therefore 
detrimental to the artistic unity.

Synge in The Playboy of the Western World, the last 
of M s  plays of contemporary peasant life to be produced 
in Ireland, reached his climax in an application of his 
literary creed. His naturalistic rebellion against the 
Ireland of an ethereal and impalpable symbolism is shoun 
in this drama. The play is filled with common and brutal 
actuality, with humor which purifies and bites, and with 
situations which he intended, apparently, to shook the 
audience. That he intended to shock the audience is borne 
out by his own statement made to W. G. Fay, "Tho next play 
I write [after The Well of the Saints] I will make sure 
will annoy them,"57

This naturalistic rebellion was accompanied by a * *

55 ibid., p. 90,
*56 Corkary, og. olt., p. 198. 
57 PP. Cite, pe 211#
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second reaction In The Playboy of the West cm v/orld —  
the reaction against dramt 1c dIdactIclam. Sj-nge lias no 
rich to change or reform; In The Playboy of the Lectern 
world he presents a drama purely for the theater. In a 
land of controversy like Ireland, the people did not possess 
the objectivity necessary to regard It as such.

The objections to the ploy nhlch coma to one vrho 
reads it are objections to the cynical or pessimistic 
representation of the Irish character* In a study of the
play, and. in an understanding of the playwright, the reality 
Is relieved by an element of joy, a gift of humor, and a 
beauty of language which make the play true not so much to
Irish character as to Synge himself. This personal element 
is strengthened by the self-critical spirit of a literary 
renaissance In any ootmtry*

The most objectionable and the cheapest element in 
the play is the unnecessary flinging about of holy names 
and religious allusions. Undoubtedly it was done without 
intentions to.harm by Synge, but the use of such allusions for 
artistic purposes brought justifiable criticism to what 
otherwise might have been accepted for what it was —  a 
fantastic representation of the Irish peasant t>f the low 
elaes*

Gritlas concede that The Playboy of the western World Is 
the drama that made Synge famous as a dramatist. If wa lay 
aside prejudices and justifiable criticism of the languagea it
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is evident that the playboy stands in the same relation
to the world of Celtic imagination aa Don Quixote did to
the Spain of his day. In both cases the central figures*
have an existence which is at once personal, national, and 
haman. >:hllo the play is gaudy, it nevertheless brings to 
the stage a shook of joy in reality just as the natives of 
l-ayo distill with crasy gear the poteen which, Synge tells 
us, sends a shock of joy to the blood. The Playboy of the 
Western T-orld Is truly “like wine in one * s teeth,”

}3wm^» CoTnloto forks, r/s6S«



The opinions of corr.ndntatorc dolcgr-to unhesitatingly 
to the lowest place in tho seals of oxcellsnce The Tinker's 
Wedding, on* of the Wloklow plays. It Is concoivahls that, 
as John Zasofisld has stated, it was his first ploy, though 
not published, until 1908,1 It was first produced at His
missty's Theater, London, on ITovoaber 11, 1909, There in

1
no record of any production of Tho Tinker's bedding in Ire
land,

I'lchnel ryrne, a tinker? Sarah Casey, his aistreno; V&vy 
% m e ,  his mother; and a priest. Within the first few 
minutes of the opening, wo l o a m  that Sarah Casey and 
Michael Eyrno have boon living together and that she Ime 
h o m e  him many children, How Sarah Is determined to have 
the union with benefit of clergy, and by playing on Michael's 
jealousy of "young jaunting Jim" sho persuades him to agree. 
While Michael is making the wedding ring of tin, Sarah bar
gains with the priest to perform the marriage for two 
shillings and a new tin can. The marriage is to take place
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fern* zr.rds of llm 
till oan and 
8soT-:e when 1 
to tho f l m t  nltght d 
cnmz& and Sho olay -  
B3'3o « fho priest 
^ould~bc-~otiiQ iwtn«lawr 

proteot ;’n?yB t'arah turns on ht?n. 
rltli tho sngllob polloor^on fcnona i 
irioiisei purouss Pits vlth m  ens*n 
and tho three tie Isis In the ill-fated

misdeoaoe end he la released* then nlth typical Oyn^o 
loslsht, tho priest In seen to lift bis hand and call d o m  

ueen. their tsoado not tho ^-rsth of tho ’♦poolers'* hut tho ufiro . 
of hoaven fron tho hand of Alaishty Gode,i*  tho tisilcc-ro 
floe# leaving tho priest naator of tho situation*

In tho bag In 
Dr, Douglas nydo'o PclipIona 
in the journal that a
tho oast of AuBhav&noa In Dloldlo%'* told him the story ? •

,,i i ~........... 'T 1 'ilto.....

 ̂ ^  ^ Cornelius’ loygnndt# Irish Playo and olgy^vir.htg
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as follows:^

of thsta abov# on tlie road to Rathdansan, and 
they all aatchsaking and carrying themselves for 
tho year that roe to come. One man would take 
ouch a woman, and say he was going ouch rondo 
&-'.d places, stopping at this fair and another 
fair, till he’d meet them again at such a place, 
when the spring was oomlng-on. Another, maybe,
another man, with as much talk as you’d be 
selling a cow. It’s two hours I was there 
watching them from the bog underneath, where I 
was cutting turf, and the like of the crying 
and kissing, and the singing and shouting began 
when they went off this way and that, you never 
hoard in your life* Sometimes when a party 
would be gone a bit down over the hill, a girl 
would begin crying out and wanting to go back to 
her

Synge used this entry In tho journal in a dialogue between
yiehaal and Sarah:

MICHAEL? I’m thinking on the day I got you above 
at Rathvanna, and the way you began crying out 
and wo coming down off the hill, crying out and 
saying, "I’ll go back to ny oa, ’ and I’m thinking 
on the way I came behind you that-time, and hit 
you a great clout In the lug, and how quiet and 
easy It was you came along with re from that 
hour to this present day.6
SARAH; And a big fool I was too, maybe; but w e ’ll 
be seeing Jaunting Jim to-morrow in Brillinnelash, 
and he after getting a great price for his white 
foal in the horse-fair of Wicklow, the way It’ll 
be great sight to see M s  squandering M s  share 
of gold, and he with a grand eye for a fine horse, 
and a grand eye for a woman.o

4 Synge, Complete Works. H i 3.
5 ibW., IV:4.
6 Ibid.. 1:16.
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In another passage In the 
ooze cloaer to the fable. It 
Wicklow who is speaking:

One tine he [a tinker] and his woman wont up 
to a priest In the hills and asked him would
wed them for half a sovereign, I think It was. 
T m  priest said it was a poor price, but he'd 
wed then surely If they’d sake him a tin can a-
long with it. "I will, faith,” ----
"and IT11 come back when It’s dc 
off then, and in three weeks they cs 
they asked the priest a second time would ho wed 
them? "Have you the can?” said the priest.
"We have not," said the tinker? "we had it made 
at the fall of night, but the ass gave it a 
kick this morning the way it isn’t fit for you 
at all.” ”5o on now," says the orient, "it’s 
a pair of rogues and schemers you are, and I 
won't marry you at all.” They went off then,

to this day,7and they wore 
That Synge mado Iocs of his drama than the oooayo 

would warrant is to be regretted,ns he has In the
worko of in SickloH and In Pest Kerry portrayed the tinkers 
and tramps with sincerity and friendly oatIre and the 
priests with understanding and respect. In The linker's 
Wedding there are few passages whore we come upon the deeper 
Synge either as a playwright or a literary artist. In no 
other drama has ho permitted himself to attach such
significance to a mechanical aid as in the tin can episode of 
this farce. It ties him too completely, destroys hia 
creative powers, and. limits his possibilities of characterisa
tion.

7 i£ ld . .  W5A0-4l.



In conoldorins tho oloncntg of folkloro in tho play8 
v?q arc confronted with a difficulty not experienced in any 
other play. The Tinker's Keddlns lo neither a peasant 
drama nor a drama of folklore* The characters of the 
tinker and hio mistress deserved a better interpretation, 
i!ary B’/ m e  is the one real character In the play; the others 
are puppets. As the center of the notion,, liar? Byrne lo a 
figure at once of stupendous Innocence and stupendous 
Immorality, She is pagan and primitive, the sun of all 
tho vagabondage* humours, and rascalities that have trod 
the road since the beGinnlngo of vagabondage, Charles 
Tennyson says of her, "Dionysus smiles above her pot of 
porter; fauns and satyrs prance clumsily beside her dorm the 
hill to Jerrny He ill's#"®

The fear and superstition associated rith the changes
of tho moon, a pagan or folk belief found in all primitive
literature, play an important part in Tho Tinker's \7eddlnr;.
Since the change of tho moon and the coming of spring, which
from the essays we know have special significance for tho
tinkers, Sarah Casey has boon wrangling with Hiohaol E y m o
to solemnize their marriage. Unconvinced of the necessity,
since such unions wore typical with tinkers, he says:

Can't you speak a word when I'm asking what 
It is ails you since the moon did change?9

8 Charles Tennyson, "Irish Plays and playwrights'’ 
Birth Aaerlosn Quarterly, 215:232, July, 1911*

9 synse, «d. olt„, 1:14.
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Again Ita algnificonoo ao affooting the intellect la aeon
in M b mother’s criticism of Sarahs

Didn’t you hear mo tolling you aha*a flighty 
a uhllo back since tho ohango of the moon?ID

and
OH* isn’t s*na a terror ninco tho noon did change?31 

Tho m o d e m  term “lunacyh Is derived from this ancient belief 
regarding the poser of the moon upon the intellect. The 
wor3 coses from the Latin "luna“ and originally meant “moon-
madness* ̂

Mai'y Byrne also servos In tho time-honored capacity 
of story-teller* As an old woman who has followed the roads 
ever Ireland she undoubtedly knows tho old traditional tales 
end says to Sarah:

Sit you down there by tho big bough, and I ’ll 
be telling you the finest story you'd hear any 
place from Dundalk to Eallonacree, with great 
queens in it, making themselves matches from 
the start to the end, and fchoy with shiny silks 
on them the length of the day, and white shifts 
for the night a grand story of tho
great queens of Ireland M t h  white necks on them 
the like of Sarah Casey.12

The utter desolation of a people who live a
primitive existence is brought poignantly to the surface In
Mary's words^whlch portray the utter paganism of this class:

It’s a long time we are going our own ways —  
father and son, and his son after him, or 
mother and daughter, and her own daughter again —

10 1:14.
“  IkM... 1 = 27. 

IM&.» 1:23-29.



and it * c little need 7?e ever had of coins up 
into tho church and arcsrins ... a Kord no 
man would believe, or with drawing rings on 
our-finger□„ would be cutting our skins may- '

This class of tinkers has, as Synge was told, ,fa curious 
reputation for witchery and unnatural porors.'1̂  Tho more 
people are in touch with nature* the more linked with magic 
they become. In Ireland is a saying: “An old woman without 
learning* it is she will be doing charms.”1^ Wo may accept 
this as indicative of tho imaginative character of all 
magic thinking*.

Of the mother* Bourgeois says* "%&ry Bymo, the degrad
ed tinkerwoman* who guaales and swears, personifies in this 
connection the undying forces of Hibernian paganism, which 
for artistic reasons, wore dear to Synge. v-0 aloo oay 
that he felt a cordial sympathy with the primitivenens of 
the people in all its endless variety,.

Certain expressions in the play are typical of all 
folk speech: “as wise as a :,'aroh liaro”,1^ and “as easy as

13 IMS.., 1:50. .
14 Ibid.. r/:3.
15 Lady Gregory* Visions and Beliefs in the West of 

Ireland (New York: Putnam*s Sons, 1 920),p7 3.
16 Yaurice Bourgeois, Jote 

Irish Theater (London: Constable
17 Synge, o&, cit*, I:41.



an oast wind on an April day."18 Typical of Irish folklore 
is the vocabulary used by Mary in her malicious oncerins at 
Michael $

I never knew till this day it was a black b o m  
fool I had for a son. You'll breed asses, I*vo 
hoard them say, and poaching doss, and horses'd 
S o licking the wind, but it*3 a hard thing,
God help me, to breed sense-in a son.19

The oppressive loneliness is a distinctive feature
of The Tinker's Wedding. The countryside was primitive,
filled with "sidhee" and "banshees;f and m r y  risks the anger
of Sarah rather than the prospect of sitting alone while the
other® have gone to steal Tim Flaherty's hens. She steals
the can to buy porter"saying.

What's a little stroke on your head booido 
sitting lonesome on a fine night, hearing dogs 
barking, and the bats squeaking, and you saving 
over, it's a short while only till you dio.scr

This is the real Synge speaking through Mary. In The
Tinker's wedding these glimpses are too brief. In Mary only
do we catch that pagan, primitive, unlearned character of the
Wicklow tinker*

Synge wrote the play with a double purpose in mind.
In the first place, he wished to depict the life of the 
tinkers, a tribe of irregular outlaws typical of rural Ire
land* That they regarded themselves as a social unit is seen in * 50

18 Ibid.. 1:49.
19 Ibid., 1:39.
50 Ibid.. 1:31
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oars ins ̂  priests
If
all thp
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tinhorn fro;n PXehlor and
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In the second plneo It p r o  SjnBO’s object to contrast the 
two trees of Lrieh olrlllnatlon^ the heathen and the 
Qhristlz3n,22

nichlop recorded in tho journal:
In all the c
:lo a
a poo-tiler value 
Ireland with 
also. In all the

for t: 
an cjo that is

Ilf:
it roaszxco &ix 

look nt life .In

inado intoroetIn:: for the ordinary earn mid in this 
way only the higher arts are universal. Beside 
this art? hopoveiv founded on the variation- which 
are <s condition and effect of all rlnorous life, 
there to another ert —  oor.iothl::3 confounded with 
It founded on the freak of nature. In Itself 
a rare sl^n of ntavisu or dloonoc. fhia letter 
art', which Is- oaouplsd with tho ant lee of the 
freak. In of Interest only to the variation from 
ordinary uinas, and for this reason, Havlot and 
Bsuiit in the arte, ars'var 1st loan? but the onnlac 

• in real life, mil See Essointae end all hits 
ugly crew In the artc2 arc freaks o:i2^,23

m  the preface, 57*130 defended hursor an a nourlnhnont
of the lisasliiation. He also rofutad the chares that tho
tnlluoneo of the French •conditioned his drazao try stating:

2'1- Eourgeola, .op. clt., p. 181, 
22 Synge, op. clt.. 1:47.
25 Ibid.. IV:9-10.



Baudelaire calls laughter tho gr-ateat sign of 
tho natanlo element In man; end r/hcro a 
country loses its humor, as some townc in Ire
land are dol:m, tlisrc will be morbidity of mind, 
as Baudelaire rs mind was morbid,24

Also he defends his humor, hnouing it nould offend the
middle-class Irish propriety, by stating:

In tho groator part of Ireland, however, the 
whole people, from the tinkers to the clergy, 
have still a life, and view of life, that are 
rich and genial and humorous. I do not think 
that these country people, who have do much 
humor themsGives, will mind being laughed at 
without malice, as the people in every country 
have boon laughed at in their own comedies*2-5

In thin play, the humor springs from the conflict between
the rigid representation of the Churoh and the free and easy
life of people who are governed by their impulses without
regard for laws of the state or laws of the church, Synge
sympathised with their vulgarity, their profanity, and their
limited Intelligence, He sees in then the e art'nine so of the
folk and portrays them in conflict with the established
order,'

Synge was erroneous in his judgment of the Irish 
temper. To them. The Playboy of the v.hstem world was 
irreverent, but Tho Tinker's Wedding wae blasphemous^and the 
Abbey Theater did not produce the drama in Ireland or in 
America. It was produced after Synge’s death in England,

24 m a . ,  i:vi„
25 miS.., Isvil.
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whoro tho curtin foil amid hioolng.So
Tho Tinker*a Wedding is Broad faroo. It offends good 

taste and aosthetio decency in its ludicrous representation 
of a young tinkervroman as an earnest Catholic, its portrayal 
of a covetous priest ,- and its blasphemous language. In a 
country where religion dominates tho public mind. The 
mtimz'SL E d M i n a  io decidedly grotesque. Synge's solo con
sideration in writing it was to create an escape from the 
joyless reality of peasant life in an expression of reality 
more crude and cruel than reality Itself,2?

A::

26 Bourgeois, so. clt.. p. 177.
27 m a .. p. iso.
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DEIRDRE OF THE SORROWS

Delrdre of the Sorrows, a play of legendary Ireland, * 
was produced January 13, 1910, at the Abbey Theater, Dublin, 
Synge's death on n-rch 24, 1909, prevented the final 
revision of the drama; consequently It was produced as an un
finished work, respite the structural faults which were to 
be expected In an unrevised work, the reception given his 
last d r a m  was that of an audience who felt that, at last, 
Synge had become one of them.

Synge did not approach the story as a poet or 
visionary, but as a folk dramatist who reached back into the 
Ireland of legend to bring to the Abbey stage a conception 
of Delrdre as a character of the folk.

Ideas for the following discussion of Irish literature 
and the Delrdre legend were derived from the following 
references:

Tom Peeto Cross and^ClarkjiarrIsplover, Ancient Irish
Tales (New York Henry Holt and Co., 1936), pa*

Adelaide Duncan Fstill, The sources of Synge (Phila
delphia: University of Pennsylvanla, 1939), pp, 3o*3T.

lharles Johnson and Corita Spencer, Ireland's Story. 
History o£ Ireland (Boston: Houghton, illfflTn andA Short 

Company,



Ireland deserved consideration. In addition to the general
discussion of that literature, a compiled version of the

■

Deirdre legend, taken from several sources, is Included.
The oldest literature of Ireland has well been called 

“the earliest voice from the dawn of western European 
civilisation.“1 So powerful was the influence of the Latin 
tongue that only nations outside the Roman Empire succeeded 
in preserving any early records in their native speech. It 
is the boast of the Irish people that no Roman legion landed 
on their shores, and thus the ancient Gaelic was largely 
unaffected by foreign influence.

The Christian missionaries, who came to Ireland 
during the fifth century, taught the Irish the art of writing 
as well as the doctrines of Christianity. The early Irish 
manuscripts, though not written at the time of the intro
duction of Christianity, are, in many instances, copies from 
texts recorded at least as early as the eighth century, and 
they embody pre-Christian tradition.

The literature of ancient Ireland includes not only 
numerous religious and legal writings but also lyric poetry, 
epics, and other tales written in alternate prose and verse. 
Early Irish epic and romantic literature falls into three 
groups, or cycles, known as the Mythological cycle, the
Ulster or Red Branch cycle, and the Finn or Ossianic cycle.

% 1

1 dross and Slovor, oo. cit., p. vii.



The Lithological cycle, written later than the 
Ulster cycle, dealt with the earliest periods of Irish 
history. The Tuatha De Danann (People of the Goddess Banu, 
or Anu) are supposed to have come from the north of Europe. 
They are represented as having characteristics of both men 
and gods. For example, iZanannan mac Llr, whose name is 
associated with the Isle of Han, may liave been a sea 
divinity. Angus, often called IZac Oo, is regarded as an 
Irish Adonis.

The Ulster or Red Branch cycle is a group of sagas 
and romantic tales of the heroes of eastern Ulster, now 
known as the counties of Louth and Down. The chief strong
hold, Emin Sacha, was presumably, destroyed A. D. 332 and 
has been Identified with the Raven Fort, a grassy mound not 
far from Armagh* -Hero ruled Conohobar, surrounded' by his 
warriors. Their exploits suggest the .tales of King Arthur 
and his Knights of the Round Table.

The stories of the Ulster cycle portray the civiliza
tion in Ireland before the beginning of the Christian era. 
The people of Ireland were divided into groups, each 
Inhabiting its own province known as a coiced or fifths the 
Ulaid, or Ulstermen, with their stronghold at Etna in Hachaj 
the Connachta, or Connaughtmon, with their capital near 
the Shannon at Cruachan; the Uorth and•South Lalgen, or 
Leinstermen; and the people of the province in the southwest 
now known as Munster. The district of Meath, established .



lie. -
> *»’

in the oeeond century, and Tara, later the center of 
government under the high-king, rero unlmown to the early 
sagas.

The civilisation was sinrple and resembled the - 
eivillzation of England in its pastoral stage.

The pagan religion is mentioned seldom in the sagas,
.and from meager evidence It is assumed that the ancient

'

Celts worshipped the sun and moon, and such natural objects
as the trees and waters. The most significant point for tho
reader of Irish literature lies in the fact that the ancient
Celts -believed in another world located within mounds or
beneath the lakes and moors and inhabited by a race of
fairy folk. These are the sldho(ohee) of modern Irish
folklore. The druids served as intermediaries between tho
mortals and those fairy folk.

The ancient Irish possessed an elaborate system of
laws; they excelled In music, and their poets wore skilled

-in metrical devices unlmown to modern English poetry. Early 
Celtic art is evidenced by many gold ornaments unearthed in 
recent centuries and in manuscript illuminations widely 
Imitated by medieval artists. The ancient Irish shared with 
the Gaulish Celts tho ideals of honor, fair play, and res
pect for women which were considered the essentials of 
twelfth-century chivalry.

The third of tho great cycles of Irish heroic litera
ture is known as tho Finn or Oaslanlc cycle. Finn
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floorlshod during the third century, though the first 
mention radio of him Is several .centurion later, especially 
in manuscripts of the twelfth and later centuries.

The Finn cycle differs fror the Ulster cycle In 
several ways: the tales are more numerous and extend down 
to the nineteenth century; the Finn cycle presents no 
reference to ancient manners and customs; and it contains 
many poena of the ballad stylo. The most important difference 
from the standpoint of the study of Celtic folklore, is the 
difference in content. The Finn cycle is the literature of 
the folk; the Ulster cycle, that of the aristocracy. Con
sequently the Finn material was more or less modernised 
by each succeeding generation of folk poets and popular 
story tellers. As a hunter and popular hero Finn resembles 
Robin Hood more nearly than he does any other -iiguro in 
English tradition.

The Exile of the Sons of Usnech, from which the tragic 
love story of Deirdre is taken, is one of the best known 
ancient Irish sagas. It Is one of the few stories of the 
Ulster cycle preserved by oral tradition in the remote dis
tricts of Ireland and Scotland as Well as being preserved in 
medieval manuscripts of the eighth or ninth centuries. The • 
various manuscripts differed in only minor details. Because 
the field is so extensive only those manuscripts with whioh 
Synge might have been familiar are, in thin study, considered
as sources.



The earliest and shortest of - the manuacriot versions, 
the Book of Leinster manuscript, van published in the first 
volume of Zrlsohe Taxte (1380) by Ernst Kindloch. The first 
Volume of The Translations of tho Gaelic Society of Dublin 
(1808) Included the translations of tvm manuscripts by 
Theophllus O ’Flanagan. Geoffrey Keating’s Koran Feasa an 
Eireon. Including another version, nan translated first by 
Dermot O ’Connor in 1723, and, since that time has been trans
lated by several other scholars. The yellow. Book of Lecan, 
containing one of the-more famous versions, was edited and 
translated by Eugene 0 ’Curry in Tho Atlantis (Vol. 1862.)
The second volume of Irlschs Texta (1884) included another 
manuscript in Gaelic and in English edited by Tvliitley Stokes 
and used by Llise Hull In eonionction with 0*Flanagan'a 
translations in her retelling of the story in The Cuohullln 
Saga In Irish Literature In 1898,

Corkery considers it probable that of the ancient 
manuscripts tho one most likely to have been read by Synge 
was one written In 1740 by Andrew Llac Curtin.^ This manu
script, however, was not published by the Society for the 
Preservation of the Irish Language until 1914, after Synge's 
death. ̂

The story was preserved in tho Eastern Islands of

2 Daniel Corkery, Synge and Anglo-Irish Literature 
(Hew York: Longmans, Green and Co, 1931), p* 2067

3 Eatill, on. pit., p, 35*
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Sootland at least until 1337, ^hen it was taken down by 
Alexander Carmichael from an eishty-three-yoar~old crofter, 
John :£aoneill* This version was published in the Trans- , 
lations of the Gaslio Society. Inverness (Vol. XIII, loo?) 
and was translated in the Celtic !fan;aslne In 1837-83.

. Of the modern literary versions of the story, the 
best known, and therefore the ones probably familiar to 
Synge, wore in Eleanor Hull’s The Cuehullin Sagavin Irish 
Literature. Lady Gregory’s Cuchulaln of Huirthemna (1902), 
and Dr. Douglas Hyde’s Three Sorrows of Story-Telling and 
Literary Historv of Ireland. Because of the absence- in 
Synge’s play of exaggerated heroic actions which appear In 
most translations, it is likely Synge used the version by 
Dr. Douglas Hyde,

The epic of The Exile of the Song of Henoch lo laid 
in the pre-Christian era and is one of the stories of the 
Red Branch or Ulster cycle. The story is the third of the 
Throe Sorrows of Story-Telling^

With hie Druid Cathbad and Fergus mao Roy, Conchobnr, 
King of Ulster, was attending a feast at the home of Felimed, 
son of Ball* A child was born to Fellmed’s wife, and the 
king demanded that Cathbad perform divinations in the manner 
of the Druids and foretell what the future would have in 
store for the girl, Cathbad drew the horoscope for the

Hayden and Hoonan, oo. clt., p, 21.
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child, and. In a troubled voice, gave this prophecyi

The infant shall be fairest among the women of 
Erin, and shall wed a king, but because of her 
shall death and ruin come unon the province ofUlster.5

The Kod Branch warriors would have slain her immediately, but 
Conohobar gave her into the keeping of his "conversation" 
woman, Lavarclram, with orders to call her Delrdro and to 
bring her up in a strong dun (a pagan fort) in the solitude 
of a great wood and in a manner befitting a queen. To fore
stall the proohecy, GtHiohobar dotermlned to wed her.

One day, when the time for the marriage was drawing 
near, Delrdre looked over the rampart of the dun. It was 
winter; a heavy snow had fallen in the night, and on the 
frosty ground lay a calf newly slain, its blood upon the 
snow. As Delrdre looked, a raven lit down from a tree near 
by and began to sip the blood. Delrdre turned to Lavaroham 
and uttered a promise destined to bring woe to the sons of 
Usnech. "Lavaroham," cried Delrdre, "that man only will % 
love, who hath the three colors that I see y o n d e r , h i s  

M i r  as black as the raven, his cheeks red with blood, and 
M e  body as white as the enow,"

Lavaroham answered her by saying, "such a man is 
Tfalel, the son of Usnech, He is yonder in the stronghold

5 Holieston, o p ; cit.. p. 197*
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of Eraain ’laolm and io of the house of the Red Branch."
Deirdre urged Lavarchan to bring llaisl to her. When 

he came, she persuaded him to take her av/ay from Emain.
After weeks of wandering with Ardan and Ainis, Haisl’s 
brothers, they came to Alba, now known as Scotland. Tho 
versions differ as to.the length of time they spent in 
Alba, fishing in the clear streams and ’mnst ing in woods 
abounding in game. In Alba, they placed themselves under 
the protection of the king of tha plot#. Tho king chanced 
«ie day to see Delrdre and desired her for his wife. Fear
ful for her safety and for the safety of llaisi, Deirdro 
urged flight to Lock Etine.

Conohokar at Emain received report# through his 
spies of what had befallen the sons of Uenech and Deirdro,
He sent Fergus, his foster-father from whom ho had wrested 
the throne, to return them to Emain. Fergus was their 
guarantee of safe conduct, and with him went Dubtach and 
Gorinas, the sons of Gonchobar, and his own two sons.

When they arrived at Loch Etine, Deirdro recognized 
Fergus and tried to persuade Ttalsl to remain in exile•
Halsi, however, van by the law of the gels pledged to return 
with F e r g u s , ^ in spite of telrdre's fears, they sailed for

prohlbl
of which led to misfortune and death.
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Ireland under the protection of Fergus, vzhoac safeguard no 
king In Ireland would dare to violate.

On the shores of Ireland they wore net by Baruch, a 
lord of the Red Branch, who had his dun nearby. Baruch 
urged Fergus to remain on the shore for an ale-feast, and 
it was a gels to Fergus that he must not refuse an invitation 
to a feast; on this turns the tragedy of the sons of Usnech. 
Hals! and Bolrdre,. with Ainle and Ardeh, were pledged to oat 
no food in Erin until they had eaten food of Oonchohar in 
Bmaln* So Fergus tarried behind; and the sons of Uaneoh 
went cm to E m i n  accompanied by Ilian the Fair and Bruino 
the Bed, Fergus1s sons.

At E m i n  they were lodged at the Red Branch as 
Delrdre had foretold they would bo If the king meant harm, 
Oonchohar sent Lavarchan to learn if Delrdre had kept her 
beauty. Lavarcham warned Delrdre and Balsi to shut the 
doors and windows, and she. returned to Conchobar to report 
that Delrdre*s life out of doors had destroyed her beauty.
The king dismissed her and sent a servant named Trendom to 
spy upon Delrdre, Ho was unable to gain entrance and 
climbed on a ladder to look through a high window, Ilaisi 
sat with Delrdre playing chess while his brothers and the 
sons of Fergus cleaned their weapons. Seeing the spy,
HaloI seized a chessman and, throwing it, blinded the ser
vant.

hen Trendorn returned to Conchobar, he told him.



"I have aero the fairest woman of the world and but that 
BalBl had struck iqy oye out I had been looking on her still."

Then Conebobar aroused his guards and bade them bring 
the sons of Ueneoh to Bmaln. They were met by Bruino with 
his followers and driven back. Oonchobar then induced 
Bruino to become a traitor to his father, and forsake the 
sons of Uaneoh. Ilian then took up the defense of Haisi, 
but two sons of Oonchobar slew him. At last Haisi and his 
two brothers seized their weapons and rushed amid the foe. 
Thousands wore slain by the three who held the Red Branch 
against the horde* Oonchobar ordered a fire set end 
entreated Cathbad the Druid, who had first made the fateful 
prophecy concerning Deirdre, to east spells upon them lost 
they escape. He caused a lake of slime to form about the 
feet of the sons of Usnech, Haisi caught up Deirdre and 
put her on his shoulder, for they seemed to be sinking in 
the slough. The guardo and servants of Oonchobar seized 
them and brought them to Ena in. Oonchobar called upon his 
men to slay the?, and owen came and took the sword of 
Haisi. With one sweep he severed the head from the body of 
all three, and so they died.

Then Oonchobar took Deirdre to smain Hacha, where 
she lived unsmiling for a year. At last Conohobar asked 
her, "What is it you hate most of all on earth, Deirdre?"

She answered, "Thou thyself and Owen, son of 
Duracht," and Owen was standing nearby.

125.



vraon Dcirdro nouatcd the chariot bohial Orren nho 
toeh no hoed of her' torcentorn.

Gonohobar taunt ©a her by nayins, "Boirclrc, the clanco 
df thoc botrrodn no and Orren in the glance of a qnc botnoon 
tt?o rania*” Than Doirdro started up, and, fllh^inG hornelf 
head foremot from tho chariot* she danhed her hood n^ainot 
a rook.

than thoy hurled her It la said there grew from her 
esravc and from halol'o trro yer? trees, v/hono tope, r?Iien they 
wore full crern, mat each other ayor the roof of the church 
of Armagh, and Intertwined together, and none could part 
thorn,

He for on co la ma.do in nolrdre of the Sorrows to 
tiaovo (ir* tSabh,) Her story belongn to the Plat or cycle 
also* and it la enough for the purposes of this study to 
(state that she and her husband Alloil wero rulers of 
Connaught, n rival of Ulster. Haovo was an fierce anti as 
strong as a goddess of war, and knew no lav? but her own 
will* She was tall. It in said, with a long, pale face and 
m s e c s  of hair yellow as ripe c o m ,  When Fergus cam:; to 
her in oxlie, aha gavo him hor love, as she had given it to 
AHell, and they plotted together the ruin of the Province 
of Ulator*

Synge in his treatmost of the Doirure legend varied 
slightly both from the ancient story and from the m o d e m



veraione. Synge departs from Lady Gregoiy in the manner 
of Deirdre*s death, which bears more resemblance to Hiss 
mill's or Dr. Hyde's versions? Synge's drama is depleted 
In terms of universal tragedy, and the characters are 
intensely human characters; This is in contrast to the 
versions of the Deirdre story by both William Butler Yeats, 
who suggested the story to Synge, and George Russell (AS). 
Both Yeats and AS are regarded as mystics in their creation 
of Deirdre, However, the structure of Synge’s drama is the 
same as that of AE in that both dramas open in Deirdre's 
cottage before the elopement in the first act; the second 
act, in Alba, pictures the arrival of Fergus; and the third 
act takes place at Emaln Macha, where Haisl and his brothers 
are slain.

In Deirdre, Synge created a new character. In the 
old manuscripts she was a barbarian; in the delineation of 
the translators, she became a languid creature who dreamed 
dreams and saw visions, prophesying evil to some, and 
gaining her ends by playing upon the weaknesses of Naisl.
In Synge's version she is a primitive personality. She 
realises that with Haisl in Alba she has had more than the 
ordinary share of happiness and knows that "it should be a 
sweet thing to have what is best and richest, if it's for a

T Corkexy, on. cit., p. 205.
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short apace only#'*8 9 10 She bid farewell to Alba In word a of a 
quoon:

Wooda of Cuan, woods of Cuan, dear country of 
the east: It’s aoven years wo've had a life .
was joy, and this day we're going west, this 
day we're facing death, maybe, and death 
should bo a poor, untidy thing, though it's a 
queen that dies."

Delrdro accepts the inevitable in leaving Alba:
There are as many waya to wither love ao thoro 
are stars in a night of Samhaln; but thoro is 
no way to keep life, or love with it, a short 
space only....It'a for that there's nothing 
lonesome like a love is watching out tho time 
most lover# do be sleeping....It's for that 
wo re sotting out for Em-in Eaoha when the tide 
turns on tho sand.iu

Doirdro breaks with tradition in two instances. The first 
is in her attempt to reason with Conchobar, which she does 
do skillfully that he extends the hand of friendship to 
Naiai just a moment too late; the second is the very 
human quarrel between Halo! and Doirdro. In that quarrel 
Synge revealed his depth of understanding of human emotions 
strained to the breaking point.

Lavaroham, Conchobar, and Hals! become real 
characters under Synge1a treatment. Coaohobar after the 
burning of E m i n  Maoha does not become a raving madman as in

Q John Millington Synge, Two Plays, (Dublin: Eaunsol 
and Co., Ltd., 1911), p. 142.

9 Ibid., p. 169.
10 Ibid., p. 163.
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the ancient talcs but a tired and defeated old asin who 1® 
led away by Lavarehaa. llaiei Is not the weak laisi of the 
legends who reluctantly Goes with Dolrdre because she will® 
It, and who steadfastly refuses to fight at Swain haohs 
while he In under the protection of Fergus^ conn,, ITalni 
In a wan, stalwart yet tendor,. who taken from life that, 
which Gives M m  happlnoao, acceptg the fete which he known 
Is S^oomo, and dies fight Ins for a cause ha believes Is 
just# ..........  ■ • • ■■ ■• = ;■■• . ; .

Those variations In plot and character created In 
Dolrdro of the sorrows a drama which is living and real, 
filled with irjaiinatlou, exaltation, and reality.

is the characters of his dram, were original 
eh&raotors, puloatlos with life, so too is Synge*® uno of 
the idiom original and pulsating with life. By his uas of 
the Anglo-Irish idiom, Bell^lro end her comradeg use the 
speech of the bog-dweller®, the tinkers and tryr.yc, the 
fishers of /ran, and the peasant® of riaklow. It in 
startling, curious, and eloquent in its simplicity. So 
well has ho caught the real spirit of the legend that hi® 
dialect might bo translated word for word into ancient

11Irish, a.feat impossible in other dramatic treatments,

11 "aurice Bourgeois, John kllllnyton Synyc and tho
Irish Theater (London: Countableand.Co., ltd., l^l^F
P. S10*



Through the use of his dialect or idiots, he strikes 
two notes typically Irish: intensity and reality.12 * This 
Intensity of the Irish mind, either inherent racially or 
induced hy whole centuries of suffering,.is. reproduced 
towards the end of the drama where the tragedy is being 
eonsusmated:

i 17mi nnr. n'nnn ir t. nn r. ni nrr i -xrf> nnr. tttv i i i n nn .
and you giving yourself up to sorrow, when it's 
joy and sorrow do burn out like straw biasing 
in an east wind. ^

And in Delrdre's answer the same intensity is felt:
I will not go away when there is no light in the 
heavens, and no flower on earth under them, but 
is saying to me that it is lialsi who is gone 
forever .... Let you go back to your arms, Con- 
ohobar, and councils, for in this place you are 
an old man and a fool only .... Draw & little 
back with the squabbling of fools when I am 
broken up with misery .... I have put sorrow 
away like a shoe that is worn out and muddy, 
for it is I have had a life that will be envied 
by great companies.14

The words in these passages are simple words, the speech of 
folk people. They are expressive of intensity, for it is 
the feeling behind the words that Invades the mind*

The reality in the Irish consciousness is contained 
in the ruling motives of the play: joy in the outdoor world, 
a sense of the brevity of life, and a knowledge of fate

12 Uorkery, sg, oit., p. 211.
15 Synge, ©£* olt.. P. 186.
14 Ibid., p. 192-194.
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foredoomed.2̂
Joy In the outdoor life io 

tho play by Doirdro, t?1io 
whilo ahe io "straying 
stocks Itself."16 Vnien 
Lavaroham for allowing her out 
Lavareham aneweret

-F.

0
‘

a

flame to eingo the beauty of her like,1 '
The years In Alba are also fraught with this joy

in the outdoor life. Ilalsi speaks of tho "days awhile
past when I've been throwing a line for salmon or watching
for tho fun of hares ... or chasing otters by the stream."I8
In answering Fergus, Unisi thinks only in terms of nature:

I see we're as happy as the leaves on the 
young trees, and we'll bo so ever and always, 
though we’d live the age of the eagle and 
tho salmon and the crows of Britain.19

At E m i n  iMcha also nature and the ways of nature 
are a part of liaisx’s speech. Doirdro pulls back the 
hangings of tho tent and soGs"new earth on the ground and

15 Frank hadloigh Chandler, Aspects of Modern Drama
(Hew York: 'lacmil lan and Company, 1^291,' p. 251. .

16 Synge, op* cit., p. 120,

17 £°a. si*.
13 Ibid., p. 160.
IQ Loo« Git.
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a trench du's.^O a grave for Haioi, He anewero with a
knowledge of nature >

And that'll be our home In Emin.... Ho*s 
dug it wisely at the butt of a hill, with 
fallen trees to hide it.21

As a second ruling motive in the nlay, to accomoany
- ' ■ ' ^  * ' '

a joy in outdoor life, is a sense of the brevity of life.
The motif Is the one perhaps nearer to Synge than any other. 
Doirdre of the sorrows was written from an invalid * a bed 
as M e  final drama. To Synge the brevity of life was real. 
It is fitting that In his last drama he should make it a 
leading theme.

■ Synge replaced the ancient prophecy by one common 
to all ages: the dread of living beyond the springtime of
youth and love. We sec this in Deirdro's linos, which arc

, ' • " ;Synge a, toot
Isn*t it a small thing is foretold about the 
ruin of ourselves, Halsl, when all men have 
age coming and great ruin in the end?22

Synge again speaks through Beirdro in those lines:
... wondering all timo is it a game worth 
playing, living on until you*re dried and 
old, and our joy la gone forever.23

2° Ibid., p. 177.

21 Loo- ®ii-
22 I W . ,  p. 143.
23 ibid.. p.ll50.
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This motive la present to both Belrdre'e ana ilaldl'a
decision to leave Alba for Bmaln. Delrdre overhears
liaisi and Fergus speaking about the years past and the
years to come In exile.

There have been days ... that I ’ve a dread on 
me a day'd come I’d weary of her-voice and 
Delrdre'd see I’d wearied .... I’ve had dreams 
of getting old and wgary, and losing ny
delight In Delrdre.24

Though he recants, Delrdre has heard enough to shatter the
hapolness which was hers, and it Is she who makes the
decision to return to Emaln —  and death. Joy lias been hers
with Halai, and Delrdre will have all or nothing, she
answers his entreaty clearly and gravely:

It's this hour we're between the daytime and a 
night whore there is sleep for ever, and Isn’t 
It a better thing to be following on to a near 
death, than to be bonding the head down, and 
dragging with the feet, and seeing one day a 
blight showing upon love where it is sweet and tender?21?

Halai bows to the inevitable and answersi “You’re right 
maybe. It should be a poor thing to see great lovers and 
they sleepy and old."26

These two ruling motives of joy in the outdoor life 
and a sense of the brevity of life are accompanied by a

24 ibid., p. 158.
25 Ibid., p. 162-163,
26 Ibid., p. 163.



S M r t ,  tint of fate foredoomed. Again, as in ridern to the 
fate decides the ioruc rogaixllcoa of the trill of the 

char'ctcrs. rcirdro'c fate, as repealed \rr Cathbad the

Many shall v/eep ... many shall bo envious, and 
there will be trouble on Ulster for your oske. 
?lmy will be lealous of your face? for your 
sake heroes shall go Into exile. For your 
sake d-cdo of nnser shall be done in Eoaln; 
there la harm In your face, for It will bring 
banishment and death on the sons of kings. In 
your fate arc wounds, and ill-doings, and 
shedding of blood. You will have a little grave 
apart to yourself ; v o u  will be a talc of wonder 
forever, Delrdre.sT

■ ■ , - v. - ' . . - ■
Doirdre gives her ow'd prophecy in these words:

It wan not by low birth I made kings uneasy, 
and they sitting in the halls of EnrAn. It 
wan not a low thing to bo chosen by Conchobar* 
who was wise, and Halol had no match for 
bravery .... It was sorrows wore foretold, 
but great Soys were wy share always.dd

I ho entire action centers around tills fate: rolrdro’o 
solitary caro by Lnvarclmr, her rooting with Uaislg the 
elopoaont, hor years with rialai in Alba* her return to 
Brain, Fergus1 a detention for the feast* the death of !lc.lci* 
and her own suicide.

The Anglo-Irish idiom which in used in the

28 Synge, on. clt., p. 195.
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development of these three ruling motives is definitely
the speech of the folk. At no time is Delrdre anything but
a peasant in speech, as are Conchobar and Halsi. These
expressions might well have come from The Playboy of the
western World or In the Shadow of the Glen, for they are the
expressions used by tavern-keepers, tramps, and peasants
whom Synge knew: ' ‘

Young girls are slow always; it is their lovers 
that must say the words2y...,That'll be a story 
to tell out in Tara that Haisi is a tippler and 
Alnnle the drawer of a stranger's cork^D,... 
There are nights when the queens will stick 
out their tongues at the rising moon^l....it*b 
a poor thing to he so lonesome you'd squeeze 
kisses on a our dog's noso32*.eeit’a a poor 
thing to see a Quoon’s nose reaching down to 
scrape her chin*5?,... it is not a small thing 
to be rid of grey hairs, and the loosening of 
teeth,34

These are the words of Ireland and her people. As Synge 
©aught the Irish motives of joy in nature, fear of age, and 
a stoic fatalism.so too did he catch the Irish speech.

All of Delrdre of the Sorrows is folklore; the 
setting is at Emain Macha, which Is* derived from a Celtic

29 Ibid., p, 130.
30 Ibid., p# Ip7.
31 MS.* Qlt.
32 i k M - ,  P. 154.33

Ibid., p. 155.
34 Ibid., p. 195.



word 35 moaning the Brooch of Flacha, synholic of tho 
circular rampart sui’rouncling tho Coltic fortress established 
by Hacha, an early Ulster queen; the characters are those 
who have roamed through Irish literature and have been the 
Inspiration of countless writers for over a thousand years. 
The theme is the Irish there of "a sweet life though for a 
short space only”; the plot is from tho old Rod Branch 
cycle of heroic talcs*

A few connotations of folklore appear in tho drama.
In addition to those of setting, character, theme, or 
plot. The first is the Druidiom in the story, evidenced 
by the references to the Druidic rites of Samhain, by 
Osthtmd*s prophecy, and by reference to the veneration of 
the elements. Thus Ainnlo pronounces the marriage 
ceremony In the words: '

W  the sun and moon and the whole earth, I
SK ana

all the hours of the sun and noon.36 
Again Druidism is brought into Lavarcham's admonishment 
of Delrdre; 35

35 Eimin- is • derivedfrom .tlad, " a bodkin, and "aiun,* 
the neck; the word being the equivalent of "brooch.n

56 Synge, on. cit., p. 146.
Jtold,, P* 148.
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previously Slocussoa In t!tls chapter?' the Druidic rites of 
nr.nhsln have been d Incus seel in D I d e m  to the Per., tt'ia 
sufficient to mention tliea hers.

A ' second clennnt of folklore is the re chon .Ins of 
tire by nsants of natural aoveaents. • Thun linisl nays to 
Ctoen, -To are coins back tihen the tide t u r n s , a n d  Dcirdro 
addo, • ‘Hvo’re got tins out for Enaln raclia vhen the tide t u m o  
on the aando."39

The keening which play a a proninont part in Dolr.lrolo 
Intrant ov?r the death of "ainl has been discussed fully in 
the c o m e n  to on elders to the Ion. It is sufficient to 
Trent .ton it here s? an oleacnt of folklore.

It in sorely a conjecture to attach foivaore 
significance to numbers, yet the number seven is' regarded 
as a ma^ie number. It is roanIbis to conoodo this as re
lating to tho "seven yearn no nweet and ohlnins. the gods 
would be hard sot to give us seven days the like of then*"*0

The criticism of tho play differs with each critic.
To Bourgeois, Dalrdro of tho Borrows Is largely auto- 
biographical^* The riots following the production of Tho

38 a m . ,  p - 164.
59 sm., 9.-163.
'i0 Xa=- 2i i .A*l '

Bourgeois* on. cit.. p. 217#
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Playboy.of the I'estoi'n World had greatly lessened Synge's 
physical strength and, with Belrdre, Synge had realized 
the tragedy of love whose culmination would bo in death.
In this coming sense of love, and the early expectation of
death the d r a m  achieves an autobiographical aspect. In

■ . ' - - ,

it he comprehended the deepest of all truth —  the truth of
• ' = ' " - *" ■ " ■' . ...

the nature of existence. In. contrast, Weygandt considered 
it for all Its humanity as "a play out of life that is 
g o n e 42 and Corkery finds in it a "ripened artistry.
Of all the critics, Montague alone found In It the elements

■ ' ' ■ .

which set Synge apart from all other Irish writers a.nd'' ' ' ' \  ' - v P-.

lift him to the heights. Montague writes:
All that was Synge, from first to last, is 
expressed in this play —  the cure ear, the 
instinct for idiom, the brooding ,1oy in hard, 
strong lines of oharocter, tlie disdain for 
artistic comeromise, the energy of tragic Imagination, and also a new serenity of 
beauty.44-

' 4-=? ' - " ■ : ; ■J Corkery, on. oit., p. 227.' ' - - - ' - - M - h - ;, -
[ V 0. -s* Montague, Dramatic Values (Garden City, 

Mew York: Doubleday, Page, and Co., 1925), p. 14*



CHAPTER 9 

COHCLUSXOH

In impartially judging the dramatic writings of John 
Millington vynge in their relation to the folklore of Ireland, 
one must concede that he possessed two qualities generally 
considered to be non-Irish. The first of these is sardonic 
humor, as seen in The Tinker's Wedding. Whether this non- 
typical trait was bred of his familiarity with medieval 
fabliaux and farces or whether it was a native trait born of 
his ironical, disillusioned, and exuberant being cannot be 
determined. He was preceded in this type of humor by- 
Jonathan Swift, whose grim and scorching proposal regarding 
the Irish children was so horrible that it became ludicrous. 
He was at one with George Bernard Shaw whose humor is just 
as oarSonlo*

This un-Irish trait was accompanied by an even more 
serious fault, a non-religious view of life, in any country 
except Ireland, such a fault might become a dramatic virtue.
In Ireland, however, Synge consistently came to blows with 
the religious eonsolousness of a people to whom Catholicism 
was a privilege dearly purchased and to whom any blasphemy 
of the old faith by an Ascendancy writer was a challenge to 
bo met with rioting as the lesser evil. Synge, apparently, 
desired to return to the relentless savagery of paganism in



his quest for the ancient Celt. This assumption is 
verified in the'paganism of Riders to the Sea, in the 
Druidic elements of Deirdre of the Sorrows, in the Immorality 
of In the Shadow of the Glen, in the naturalism and pagan 
Irony of The Well of the Saints, and in the situations 
incompatible with conventional thinking in The Playboy of 
the western World.

Synge’s distinctly Irish characteristics far over
shadowed the two faults. He is Celtic in Me understanding 
of the native imaginativeness of his people, unsatisfied 
with life as it is, the Colt was primarily interested in a 
life beyond reality. Bora, balked by circumstances, strives 
for a life beyond the shadows of the glen; Martin and LSary 
Doulg blinded, strive for the elements of physical beauty; 
Saurya, isolated by the sea and tortured by its powers, sees 
in its final victory a release into a spiritual world where 
its powers will vanish; Christy, balked by old Eahon and 
Pegeen, seizes the elusive joys of a poet ranging through 
the western world of his imagination. All are folk 
characters, founded by their creator on a sure knowledge of 
the Haelic temperament.

Imaginativeness was accompanied by a second Irish 
quality, love of nature, which we may attribute to the early 
life of Synge as well as to his native temperament. El# 
early rambllngs had made of him a melancholy, silent, aloof 
man. The haunting beauty of Ireland, called by her poets



Kathleen nl Boallban# Dark Roaaleen, and Dear, Dark Hoad, 
had become so muoh a part of Synge and his characters that 
we find In hie plays a visualization of that beauty of 
lonely glens, wlnd-snopt hills, and sea-battered rooks —  a 
visualisation creating an illusion of a fourth dimension 
on the stage,

A love of nature was balanced by an admiration for 
physical beauty* This too was Gaelic, a return to the . 
Tlr-na-nOg, a pre-Christian paradise of eternal boruty, a 
Land of Eternal Youth, found in the old sagas. Mora parries 
with Michael because he too will grow old; Deirdre is aware 
that in death even a queen is unsightly; Yary Doul fancies 
herself the most beautiful woman in Eallinatone; Sarah 
Casey presses her suit with Michael Byrne because she fears 
the time when age will make of her an outoast even with the 
tinkers.

If Synge displayed typical and non-typical Irish 
traits, it was largely a matter of M s  own artistic 
temoerament, Synge was a non-conformist; ho was an artist 
who saw in both ancient and modern Ireland folk material 
for his dramas. This material was the essence of his 
plots, his setting* his themes, and his characters. He 
learned the art of collaboration at his mother's knee In 
the old Irish proverb:“KneadIng is easy where the meal's at 
hand.* In Aran and In Wicklow the meal was at hand —  the 
meal of folklore.
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dramatic literature undoubtedly hia peasant dialect mould 
rank first„ In his dramas, all characters —  tinkers, tramps, 
fteherfolk, kings, and queens —  speak the same language.
Its rhythm,- Its metaphors and similes, its idiom, and its 
adaptability proved it to bo tho most acceptable for the 
Abbey stage. It provided a happy medium between the Gaelic 
and m o d e m  English. So closely related was it to Gaelic 
that Synge's Anglo-Irish might be translated word for word 
Into ancient Gaelic; so closely related was it to m o d e m  
English that tho audiences in London and America hoard in it 
only a return to tho Elizabethan English and the King James’s 
Version of the Bible.

In the shadow of the Glen possesses elements of folk
lore in the following dramatic qualities: in the setting of 
a desolate Wicklow glen far removed from the more populated 
areas of Ireland; in the source of tho plot which is from 
the com-on folklore of Ireland; in tho theme of the Celtic 
preference for the imaginative world; and in the characters, 
who reveal tho psychological consequences of tho desolation 
of the glens, the absorption of a man in his daily 
occupations, the reckoning of wealth in concrete terras, tho 
love of liquor, and the effect of the dowry system of 
marriage• The characters also reveal tho Irish superstitious 
belief In taboos, charms, "sldhoos,” and the fear of tho 
dead and the "black* curse.
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Hidera to the Sea is predominantly folklore In the 
paganism of ita resigned aoceptanoe of fate; In ita source 
in an Incident which occurred on Iniahmaan, which Synge re
garded as the most primitive of the Aran Islands; and In- 
its characters, who possess tho Celtic characteristics of 
regard for the sea, "second sight," and keening and beating 
of the coffin. These folk characters, in their grief, make 
use of the ancient .Druidic rites of samhain, rather than 
those of the Catholic All Souls* Day, Riders to the sea lias 
no element of sophistication; it is more truly than any other 
of Synge’s plays, tho one which "reconstructs the spiritual 
history" of the folk.

The "ell of the Saints is typical of the folk and may 
bo regarded as folklore in its sotting, plot, thomo, and 
characters. The story of the blessed well and the itinerant 
saint Is common to all folk literature; the setting is 
indefinite, a characteristic of folklore. The theme is again 
that Celtic theme of life beyond reality, and tho characters 
are those-whom Synge know as the folk —  the tinkers and 
tramps, wanton, outcast, and paganlotic in essence. Into 
this drama Synge weaves the added folklore touch of the 
belief In fairies, which Irish Catholics also accept, •

The Playboy of the Western World la a peasant drama, 
and as such has evidences of folklore. The setting is a 
"shebeen" in Msyo, and the source is anecdotal. In the 
folklore of characterization, Christy is referred to as the



"looney of :^bcm,n a foil: regard for the effect of the 
moon on Intelligent#* Into the characterization of Chrlaty
la woven folklore In his name, the "playboy”, and into his

' ' • ■ -world, "the western world.” His cursing is folklore from
Wexford; hie Samoa are folk samea. Michael James la a folk

' ■ ' ' ' • - ' , ' : character In his occupation, that of publican, in his regard
■ ' - - " ; , '■for the superstitions concerning the Stocks of the lead 

women, and in hio ootoen drinking at the wake. Pesoon in 
her regard for Christy portrays the folk trait of hero- 
worship.

In The Tinker’s Wedding Synge reveals hio sardonic 
humor and hie non-religious view of life. The theme is a 
folk theme, the fear of ago; the sotting is rural Ireland. 
The characters are distinctly folk characters —  the tinkers 
and tramp# who caught Synge's fancy in Wicklow. Mary 
By me in her paganism, her rascality, and her amoral 
attitude toward life typifies that class of Irish society in 
which Synge found his inspiration.

Dsirdro of the Sorrows broke from the tradition of 
peasant plays* Its source and setting are found in the 
Ulster cycle of legendary Ireland. But in Synge's 
interpretation, the three folk motives of joy in the outdoor 
world, a sense of the brevity of life, and a knowledge of 
fate foreknown are presented with intensity and reality. 
Druidlorn in the marriage ceremony, in the veneration of the 
elements, in the prophecy by Cathbad, and in the reference#



to sambaln perneatoa the play. The reckoning of tine hy 
tho tides and the moon and the i*ooiling as an expression of 
grief are folklore. '

Synge nrote for Ireland; his creed of exaltation, 
reality, and imagination are essentially Celtic, His con
tribution to tho Abbey Theater v?ao a brief folio of plays 
which portrayed his conception of the ancient Celt as the 
prototype of the modern Irish peasant. Ho conceived that 
peasant to be grounded in the raalitia^of life but looking 
forward, with exaltation, to the imaginative beauty of a 
life beyond,’
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